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ABSTRACT

THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

BY MARVIN BARRY GLASS

To many, the most powerful objection to belief in God is the exis-

tence of evil. tþî problem of evil has been traditíonally posed in rhe

form of a dilenrna: If God is perfectly good, he must wish to abolish evil;

and íf he is all-powerful, he musË be able to abolish evil. But evil ex-

ists; therefore God cannot be both omnipoËent and perfectly good. This

thesis provides a philosophical analysis of the problem of evil and its

many putat,ive so lut ions .

Because certain tradit,ional attributes of God are vague and not

particularly relevant t,o the problem of evil, a stipulative definition of
ttcod't is proposed at t,he outset. This stipulat,ive def inition, which I

refer to as itthe modif ied Judeo-Christian conception of Godltr is analysed

and discussed in Chapter II. Preceding this, however, I deal with what. I

believe to be four distinct Ëypes of evil--metaphysical, physical, psycho-

logical, and moral--and attempË to state the necessary and sufficient con-

ditions of all but one of these, ví2., moral evil.

Employing these two analyses, r proceed to explicate the probrem

of evíl qua problem, i.e., an aËt,empt is made to answer the questíon, !why,

exactly, is the exístence of evil a problem for the theisË?tt Briefly, I

conclude t.hat just as we would not expect a morally good person to permit

suffering, so Loo we should find the existence of evil to be prima facie

evid.ence against the thesis that Ëhere exists an omnipotent, omniscient,
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perfectly good being hiho is responsÍble for what happens in the world. I

then argue that if evil is indeed príma facie evidence againsË, the existence

of God, then iË is incumbent on the theist to provide what Nelson pike calls
?ra morally sufficient reasonrr for Godts allowing evil.

Chapter III deals wiËh the debate concernÍng the cognitivity of reli-
gious utt'erances. Here I examine the views of John llisdom and AnËony Flew

and demonstrate that their argument,s against the meaningfulness of religÍous
utterances are inconclusive. If my criticisms of Flew and l,üisdom are sound,

then, as I point outr I have safeguarded. myself against the charge thaË I

am dealing with a meaningless or pseudo-problem.

The next section of this Ëhesis is concerned with an analysis and

evaluation of three putative solutions to the problem of evil. The fírst

tr¡io putat'ive solutions aÈtempt to resolve the problem of evil þy pointing

out the imperfections and limitat,ions of man and contrasËing them with God!s

perfect' at'tributes, viz.2 his superior judgment and his superior moral cha-

racter. TreaËing Ëhem indivídually, I conclude that neither provides a

justification for Godrs permit,Ling the existence of evil. I then argue Ëhat,

any putaËive solutíon of Ëhis Lype is doomed Ëo fail since the problem of

evÍI must be solved from'rtthe human point of viewrr. Hence, any putat,ive

solution which makes reference t,o the myst,erÍous r¡rays of God merely re-

emphasizes, rather than resolves, Ëhe problem of evil. And finally, r

examine the cont.ention Ëhat evil is a necessary c.ounterparË of good. This

putat,ive solution, r maintain, is based on a weak analogy, and so will not

serve as a morally sufficient reason for Ëhe existence of evil.

Chapter V deals r^rith t'the free-wi11 defenc.e'rt--Lhe most importanË, and
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probably the most convincing, of all proposed theodicies. After setting
forth this theistic defence in some detail, r examine the arguments of one
of its critics, Antony Flew. Flew claims that evil is not necessary in any
world populated by whorry good men who arways freery choose the good: God,
he contends, could have constructed men wit,h dispositions to$rards all vir-
tues' so that if a particular evil was present, then such individuals would
respond by manifesting the appropriate virtue. rn Flewrs hypostatized world,
however' it would simply be the case that such situations would never arise.

J.L. Mackie craims rhar if there is no logicar impossibiricy in a

mants freely choosing the good on one occasion, then there cannot be any
logical impossibirity in his freery choosing the good on every occasion.
After expanding Mackiets 'rargumenL'r, r attempt to show that his concrusion
is unjustified as it stands, and so must be'reargued. The finar sectíon
of this chapter deals with Ninian smartts claim that the thesis Lhat God

might have created men wholty good ís unconvincing. Briefly, he argues tha.
the onus of the description of any utopia where men always freely choose the
good is on the sceptic. rf one simply affirms the possibility of such a uni-
verse, ther¡ says smart, our conception of such a utopia is empty and mean_

ingless, and cannot serve as part of an anti-t,heistíc argument.. rn evaluat-
ing smartts argument, r point out thaË if he is right, then he has unwittingly
provided the sceptic with an a priori disproof of the existence of God; for
if the notion of a morally good person is unintelligible unless appried to
imperfect beings, then how is it intelrigibre when applíed to God?

chapËer Vr deals with Nelson Pikets claim that it does not follow
that a perfectly good being would prevent evil íf he could. pike maintains
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that it ís certainly not obvious that the st,atements trGod existstr and nEvil

exists'r are logically incompatible. There might be, he claims, a morally

sufficient. reason for Godls allowing evil. That is, evil míght, be a logi-

cally necessary componerit in the best of all possible worlds. In evaluat-

ing this theodicy, I first of all argue againsL Ëhe thesis that ?tcod exisÈstt

and 'tEvil exisËs'? might be logically compatible statemenËs. Secondly, afEex

conceding that these tT^Io st,atement.s might, not be incompatible, I attempt

to show that t.his possibíliLy provides no justÍficat.ion for theism. I claim

that given Ëhat evil is prima facie evidence against the existence of God,

then it Ís incumbent on the theist to provide a particular morally suffi-

cient reason for the existence of evil and not sirnply to affirm iÈs pos-

s ibi lity.
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CHAPTER I

I}TIRODUCTION

I

Although it is relatively clear as to what is the traditional

Judeo-ChrÍstian conception of God, it is extremely diffÍcult to specify a

more general theistic conception of God. As Ferm advises:

If the reader has some doubt as to the vagueness of
the god concept, let him read a book such as My ldea
of God, edit.ed by John Fort Newton. He will Lhere
find Jew and Christian, Catholic and Protestant,
Modernist and Fundamentalist, Christian ScÍentist,
Quaker, Ethical Culturist, Humanist, EmpirÍcist, and
Mystic--leaders in contemporary religious thought _

--speaking of God as if in a confusion of tongues.l

One contributor to My ldea of God thinks of God as rtthe spirit whose

energy produced the world...and by whose will is directed the eternal pro-

cession of life.rt Another thinks of God as Spirit, and according to him this

Spirit is 'rthe Source or Ground of all that r,ie call mind or reason in the

universe.'t Still another contributor states that his.idea of God is 'rthe

real but invisíble influence of good men and women.rr

In the light of this disagreement it would seem that a lexical or

reportive definition of the theistic conception of God is not possÍble.

Therefore, in the discussion that follows, I shall stipulate by the word

ItGodtr an omnipotentr omniscient, perfectly good being who is responsible for

what happens in the world. Ln view of the fact that

lVergilius
Round Table Press,

Ferm, First
L937) r p. 53 n.

Chapters in Religious Philosoplly (New York:

thís sÈipulative defíni-
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tion coincides to a considerable degree with Ëhe traditional Judeo-Christian

concept,ion of God, iË shall hereafter be referred to as trLhe modified Judeo-

Christian conception of Godrr. It differs from t,he former in that iË asserts

thaË God is responsible for what, happens in the world, rather than making the

st.ronger claim Ëhat he created the world or that he sustains it; it does not

affirm or deny that God is both transcendent and inrnanent, but implies that

God could act, within the uníverse (if he so desired) because of his omni-

potence, and it does not affírm or deny God as causa suí, i.e.¡ as a self

caused being. As I have saíd, although this is a stipulative definition,

Ít does correspond raËher closely wiLh the domínant lfest,ern conception of

God. The notions of creation, causa suÍ, and a Ëranscendent and immanent

being are omitted because of their vagueness and the narro\{ness they impose

on the definition of rrcodtr. Each of these notions is also not particularly

relevant to the problem of evil.

II

Philosophical writing since Anselm has been continually marked wiËh

att,empts to establish the existence of God, and with rejoinders Eo such

at.ËempËs. The former r^rere regarded by theologians as harmless, though im-

portant, efforts Ëo establish what was obviously knom by all. Few attempts

were made to prove the non-existence of God and so in a sense, the debate

\^/as one-sided. This characÈeristic of religious philosophy can probably be

attribuËed to the fact that, in former tímes, atheists and agnostics were

well advised, for reasons of personal safety, to avoid open expression of

their vj-ews. Thus mosË criËicísms of the theisËic arguments have been only

indirect; they have been aimed at parLicular arguments raËher than at Ehe
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propriety of any specific conception of God. If a given argument failed
Èo esËablish its conclusion, viz., rrcod existsil, it was concluded only thaË

his exisËence could not be established in this parËicular r^ray. Some contem-

porary philosophers, however, have Ëurned to t.he other side of the theolo-
gical coin, and the thesis that Godts existence can be disproved has recently
been argued for. J.N. Findlay, for example, maintaíns Ëhat, if we conceive

of God as trthe adequate object of religious atËitudesr': then it can be shovm

that there is no God.2 This line of attack is certainly an unusual one;

rather than awaÍt a theistic proof r¡hich they mighE crL:ícize, these philo-
sophers have attempted to show Ëhat all such argument,s are necessarily

unsound by proving that. God does not exist.

III

Although Findlayts line of attack is an unusual one, it is not new.

Theologians prior Ëo the twentieth century have been bothered by anot,her

atheistic thorn--the problem of evil. Evil has remained a problem to all
philosophers and theologians who have held a conception of God similar to,
or identical with, the modified Judeo-Christian concepËion. Some philoso-

phers and theologians have ignored the problem of evil; others, such as

Plotinus, John Stuart MÍIl, and Edgar Bríghtman, have abandoned the tradi-
tional conception in the face of t,he existence of evil. They have adopted

what they consider to be the only conception which is compatible with the

exist'ence of evil--God as a finite (not omnipotent., but nevertheless per-

2 ¡.n. Findlay, nCan Godrs Exíst,ence
in Pþilosophical Theology, eds., Antony Flew
York: The Macmillan Company and London: The
Press¡ 1955), pp. 47-56.

be Disproved?'r in New Essays
and Alasdair Maclntyre (New

Student, Christían Movement



fectly good) being. Many who found t,hemselves unable to accept any concep-

tion of God other than the traditional or modified Judeo-Christian concep-

tion, have swelled the ranks of the atheisLs or have joined the agnostics.

They have accepted the exÍstence of evil as either jusËifying disbelief in
the existence of God or as casting significant doubt on the thesis that
he exíst's. Neverthelessr some phílosophers and theologians have refused

to make such significant, concessions in the modified Judeo-ChrÍsËian

conception of God, and therefore have trÍed Ëo shovr thaL the existence

of evil is compatible with this particular conception. This thesÍs will
be concerned only with their attempt,s to save the nrodif ied Judeo-Christian

conception of God from revision.

IV

This thesis will proceed along the following lines. Firsr, I will
present a rather uncomplicated sËatement of the problem itself. Following

this, there will be an analysis of Ëhe problem, i.e., an attempt will be

made to ansT^Ìer Ëhe questionrrtrrhy, exactly, is the exÍstence of evir a

problem for the theist?rr. This will involve a discussion of the different

tyPes of evil, a brief look at the linguistic behaviour of the word rrevilrrr

and an analysis of those concepts supposedry applicable ro God. Thirdly,

r hope to reply to the suggestion thaË Èhe problem of evil is a meaning-

less or pseudo-problem by arguing against the cont.entíon that religious

utt,erances are cognitivery meaningless. a. major portion of the thesis

will then be devoted to a consideratíon of the adequacy of some attempted

solutions to the problem. This secËion i^¡ill deal with both traditional and

contemporary attempts Ëo solve t,he problem. And finally, r will examine



the present status of the problem of

modif ied Judeo -Christian concept ion

puËative solutions to the problem.

evi I, i. e. , the

of God in terms

5

acceptability of the

of the adequacy of Ëhese



CHAPTER II

THE PROBLEM STATED

I

C.J. Ducasse gives a broad outline of the traditional problem of

evil. He says it ís this:

If men and all oÈher things in Ëhe world were
created by an omnipotent., omniscient, and infinitely
good God, then, because omniscient, he knew ab initio
that there would be evil ín rhe kind of rott¿ tã-las-
creaËing; because omnipotent, he could have prevented
this evil and indeed could elimínate it even now;
and, because perfectly good, he would not have wiile¿
to create the kind of world in which evil would exist,
and he would not nor¡/ allow it to persist. yet evil
is rampant on earth.J

There are five assumptions implicit in this formulation of the

problem of evil:

( 1) God is omnipotenr.
(2) God is omniscienr.
(3) God is perfectly good.
(4) God creat,ed Lhe world.
(5) Evil exisrs in rhe world.

tr'Ie need not, however, include (4) as a necessary premise in the argument:

even if the world is co-eternal with God, the problem of evil still arises

if it Ís claimed that God is responsible for what happens in rhe world,

i.e., because of his omnipotence he could eliminate or at least díminish

the evil that exists in the world. Hence, we can substitutu nçqd is res-

ponsíble for what, happens in the world" for (4). Employing these five

3 c.¡. Ducasse,
Ronald Press, L953), p.

A Philosophical Scrutiny of Religio! (New York: The
352.



assumptions, the problem of evil can be

tive argument. The fírst premise would

omnipotent,, omniscient, perfectly good,

in the world, then Èhere is no.time at

The second premise is: ttEvils have existed, and do exist. now in the uni-

verse.rt From these premises the following conclusion is draum: rrlt is

not, the case that there is a being who is omnipotent, omniscient, per-

fectly good, and responsible for what happens in the world.'r rf one

accepts this conclusion, then one is ipso facto conrnitted to saying that
God (as defíned on page one) does not exist.

II

Philosophers and theologíans have been discussing the problem of
evil for at leasË a thousand years. Evidently, there has not been any

substantial agreement as to the meaning of the key terms involved or any

agreement as to the matÈers of fact relating to the problem. How would

one go about clarifyíng these t.erms and establishing the relevant facts?

As regards clarification of the terms, comrnon usage would seem to be

only of limited help, for, although the ordínary man often uses the

term tteviltt, he rarely if ever employs the Ëerms rromnipotentrr, rromnis--

cientrrr or 'rperfectly good't. Nor does appealing to Ëhe beliefs of the

ordinary person help much, lor he has not considered such related pro-

blems as the compatibility of divine knowledge and free-wi11 (He probably

has no beliefs at all about such matters.). Therefore¡ any analysis of

these terms and beliefs relating to the subject mat.ter of the problem

will have t.o be primarily restricted to the common usage of the ordinary

philosopher and theologian. !trith this consideration in mind, let us examine

7

restated in the form of a deduc-

be: ttlf there is a being who is

and responsible for what happens

which evil exist.s in the universe.rr



each of Èhe propositions out of which the problem of evil arises.

III

FirsÈ, consider ttEvil existstr. The class of things to which the

term "evil't applies, i.e., its denotation, is traditionally sub-divíded

into three types, meLaphysical, physical, and moral--a division classic

since Leibní2. This division wiIl be adopted wiËh one addition--psy-

chological evil.

The notion of metaphysical evil Ís strictly a philosophícal one

and solely attributable to Leibniz. Only one thing has metaphysical evil

--the world. Leibniz mainËains that not only is this world metaphysically

evil, but also that evil is an unavoidable condition of any world at all.

Only God is perfect and so rrËhe mere exist,ence of the universe is suffi-

cient t.o damn ig. rr4 Any world created by God or chance, or if not created,

at least a world for which God Ís responsible, cannot be self-sufficient.

and hence is limited and imperfect in Ëhis metaphysical sense. Metaphy-

sical evil is distinguished from the other t)æes of evil in that (a) no

pain or mental anguish, in either a physiological or psychological sense,

is involved (although the world is said to "sufferrr from its imperfection)

and (b) sentient beings are not directly involved.

C.J. Ducasse argues thaË

Evidently, 'tmet.aphysical eviltt is not really the name of
another category of evil...; it is only the name of the
explanation Leibníz oflers for the fact that evil, of what-
ever kind, exists notwithstanding the goodness of God,
and notwithstanding Godrs power Ëo create any possible
wor ld .5

4 ¡.¿..c. Fuller,
University Press, L?LZ),

5 c.¡. Ducasse, op. cit., p. 58.

The Problem of Evil in Plotinuå (Cambridge: The
p. 3.
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It seems to me that Ducasse has mistakenly characËerized Leibnizts position.

Ìtrhat Leíbniz is claiming, I believe, is that metaphysical evil is a firsr-

order rather than a second-order evil, i.e., both physical and moral evil

are dependent for their existence on met.aphysical evil.6 D,r""r"e seeins

to assume that because Leibniz agrees that metaphysical evil is in some

sense prior to the other two types of evil, that he is offering the former

as an explanation or justification of the latter. Yet meËaphysical evil,

according to Leibniz, is like the other two types of evil in that ir has

a source of its exisËence which lies outside itself:

Now since God made all positive realit,y which is not
eternal, he would have made Ëhe source of evil (irn-
perfection), if Ëhat did not lie rat,her in the pos-
sibility of things or forms, which God did not make, 

_

sínce he is not the author of His own understanding.T

Leíbni-z seenìs to be suggesting here that God, in creatíng anything, vras

necessarily bound to create something ímperfect,, and met,aphysical evil

refers to the fact, that the universe is imperfect. The source or explana-

tion of this limitation, however, is the supposed logical impossibility

of the creaËion of a perfect universe. This principle, and not metaphy-

sical evil, is Leibnizts explanaËion for the existence of all evil. rt

is, as it \^Iere, the final cause or juscificat.ion for rhe exist.ence of all

evil, whereas metaphysical evil is nr¡re analogous Ëo the efficient. cause of

physical and moral evil.

6 For example, we might. trace the cause of an action that, is con-
sidered to be morally \^rrong back to some existing imperfection, e.E.¡
imperfect,ion in our judgement.

7 C.w. Lelbniz, Theodicy, Essays on the Goo.dness of God,
of Man and r,he origin oE-nîil, 3s - the Freedom
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Some of those things whÍch have

physical evils can be grouped together

there are those diseases contracted by

lives, e.g.) cancer, polio, tuberculosis, and leprosy. Secondly, there

are those deformities and deficíencies occuring at birth or during one!s

life, e.g.r loss of limbs, deformed limbsr low intelligence, insanity,

deafness and blindness.S Thirdly, there are natural calamities such as

droughts, fires, floods, Ëornadoes, avalanches, and earthquakes. (The

members of this caËegory have no necessary connection with sentient

beings and their welfare; hence, they can be considered to be evils only

tradit,ionally been classif ied as

in separate categories. Fírst,

humans and animals during their

when they do in fact cause harm to sentient bej.ngs.) Fourthly, there are

such Ëhings as cold, hunger, thirst, exhaust,ion and burns--stresses upon

Ëhe body. And fifËhlyr there are physical evils stemming from the ani-

mal kingdom, e.E.t animals preying on humans or other animals, or destroy-

ing crops.

10

"physical evil'r? First, they all involve sentient beings. Secondly,

In virtue of what do these evils fall under the classification

most of them seem to ínvolve the experience of pain by these sentient

B C. .1. Ducasse does not include poor judgemenË, errors due to
i-gnorance, or defective perceptíon as physical evils, rather he calls
them 'fintellectual evils". He characxerizes them as evils which prevent
a person from dealing.effecËively with many of the sit.uat,íons that he
faces. This caËegory, in referring only Ëo humans, is incomplete, and
is notnecessary as a separate category of evil. First, animals as well
as humans suffer from many of these trintellectual evilsrt. Secondly,
these instances of evil have causes similar to the other prr'ysical evils
listed above, and so Ëhey do not require separaËe categorization; they
are merely a sub-species of physical evil.
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beings. However, the quesËion now arises, ttfs the experience of pain by

Èhese senÈient beings a necessary criterion for the existence of physical

evil?rt some phílosophers, e.E.t c.J. Ducasse, mainLain that it, is; others,

like H.J. McCloskqy, contend that the experience of pain ís only a suffi-

cient condÍtion for the existence of physical evil. The latt,er, after pre-

senting a list of physical evils similar to the one presented here, assert,s

that, ttmost of these contribute towards increasing human paín and suffering

but not all physical evils are reducible simply to pain.rr9 Although he

is not very explicit concerning thís claim, McCloskey seems to have in

mind such physical evils as insanit,y, low int,elligence, missing limbs,

and certain díseases. These are often similar in that they deprive man

(and animals) of what might be calledrrposir,ive happinessrr2l0 alrhough

Ëhey do not cause any pain.to those individuals whom they affect. Thus

a mental defective may not suffer pain merely because he has a low intel-

ligence; others, who are ar¡rare of his handicap, may provide for his every

need. Nevertheless, it might be claimed that low int,elligence limits Ëhe

scope of those thÍngs which he can enjoy to the exclusíon of arE, litera-

turer conversation and independence, etc. This sort of consíderation forces

us to reformulate our second condition and now characlerLze a physical evil

as something which either causes pain to a sent,ient being or deprives him

of positive happiness. And finally, we add a third condíËion, ví2., the

9 H..r. Mccloskey,
Pike (Englewood Cliffs,

1o Unfortunat¿ly,
present state until Ëhe
will not hamper a clear

trGod and Evil"r in God and Evil, ed. Nelson
N.J.: Prenitce-Hal1, L964),

this obviously vague phrase
lasË chapter. Nevertheless,
statement of the problem of

p. 63.

nn:st, be left in its
I believe that thís

evi 1.
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pain or deprivation of posit,ive happiness must not. be traceable to the

thoughts or actions of human beings. Therefore, the three necessary and

sufficient conditions for the existence of physical evil are:

(1) The exisËence of sentient beings.
(Z) The experience of pain by or the deprivat,ion of

happiness from these sent,íent. beings.
(3) The paín or deprivation of happiness is not

traceable Ëo the chought,s or actíons of human beings.

V

Ducasse, in his classificatÍon of the types of evil, deviates

from the traditional bifurcation between moral and physícal evil in maín-

taíning Ëhat trpsychological evil'r constitutes a separate category of evil:

They include the sufferings due to unrequited love,
to separation from, or the death of, the beloved;
Ëo anxieËy, f.ear, frustration, lonliness; and Ëo
other unhappy psychological sËates not, traceable to
causes in or accidents Ëo the body of the suffer-
ing person, rior to vices in him or wickedness in
others . I I

rs a separate category necessary for these instances of evíl?

First of all, consíder thaË Ëhe causes of the above instances of rrpsy-

chological evil'? differ from those of meËaphysical and physícal evil.

secondly, paÍn, in a physiological sense, does not seem to be neces-

sary for the existence of psychological evíl, although mental anguÍsh,

in a psychological sense, does appear necessary. rn view of these two

considerations: I shall consider psychological evil Ëo be a separate ca¿e-

gory of evil. From Ducassets list we can abstract the following condi-

tions as beÍng both necessary and sufficient for the existence of psy-

11 Du""""er 9p. cit., pp.356-58.



chological evil:

(1) The exislence of sentienL beings.
(2) The experience of mental anguish by these sentient

beings
(3) The ment,al anguish which occurs is noË traceable t,o

causes in or accidents to the body of the suffering
person, noË Ëo inrnoral actions of himself or others.

VI

ì,loral evil differs from metaphysical, physical and psychological

evil in that rtevil'r is here pred.icated of moral agents, their disposi-

tions, motives, thoughts, feelings, and act,ions raËher than floods,

diBeases, or the world. Although anímals may be Ínvolved in parËicular

instances of moral evil, they cannot init,iaËe such evil, but only suffer

as a result of it. Moral evil, as regards sentient beings, can be attri-

buted only t,o human agents who are av/are of the difference between

what is morally permíssible and whaË is morally prohibited. There is

fairly general agreement as to what moral evil is: rrMoral evil is simply

inunorality--evils such as cowardice, selfishness, envy, greed, deceiË,

cruelty, callousness, and the larger scale evils such as wars and the

13

atrocit,ies they involve.

ttby moral evil are underst,ood the deviation of the human volition from

the prescriptions of the moral order and the acti on which results from

Ëhat devitaion. 'r13 And f inally, the trrlebst,err s New Internat ional DÍc-

tionarv defines trevilrr as rtmoral badness or of fense; r^rrong-doing;

,,L2 The Catholic EncyclopaedÍa contends that

Co., 1909), p. 649 .

12 McCloskey, 99. ciË.r p. 65.

13 the Catholíç Encyclopaedia, Vol. 5 (New York: Robert, Appleton



wickedness.,,l4

The formulation of the necessary and sufficient condit.ions for

the existence of moral evil is much more difficult than was the case in

the Ëhree previous categories of evil, and the reason for this difficul-

ty is this: if moral evíl is ídentical with ínrnorality, then in stating

the necessary and sufficient condit,íons of the former one would ipso

facto be staËing the necessary and sufficient conditions of the latter.

Anyone at all familiar with contemporary wriring in moral theory is well

aware of the problems involved in completing the latLer task--hence

the difficulty in listing the correct criteria of the former. There-

fore, the following criËeria are suggesËed as being only necessary for

the existence of moral evil: 15

(1) The existence of sentienË beings.
(Z) The experience of sufferingl6 by or the deprivation

of happíness from these sentient beings
(3) The suffering or deprivation of happíness is inten-

tionally caused by one or more moral rg"ntr.17

14 l,iebst.rts New ïnternational Dictionary, Second Edition (Spring-
field: c.

15 th" criËeria given here refer only to actions that are con-
sidered to be morally evil.

16 th" term rlsufferingtr is here used to refer to boËh pain and
mental anguish

17 fhi, aspect of our third condítion, viz., pain or depriva-
tion of happíness being intentionally caused, distinguishes moral evil
from any suffering or deprivation of happiness caused accidentally. The
latter occasions of evil would be subsumed under ftpsychological evilrr.

T4
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VII

In calling a plague tta physical evilu we irnply that sentient

beings experÍenced pain or r¡/ere deprived of happiness as a result of the

plague and that the cause of the pain or deprivation hTas stricËly phy-

sical in nat,ure. The suffering or deprivation of happiness are not ín

themselves physically bad or evíl as opposed to being morally evil; Lhey

aren however, caused by a physical agent rather t.han a moral agent. Simi-

larly, in saying ËhaË torturing babies is a moral evil, we are simply

asserËing that torturing babies is an evil and is caused by a moral agent.

The suffering or deprívation of happiness which results from t.he ínten-

ËÍonal action of a moral agent may be qualitatively and quantitat,ively

the same as the suffering or deprivation of happiness caused by an

earthquake, yeË one is referred to as a rtmoral evil" and the, other as

a rrphysíca1 eviltr. rrPhysicalrr and rlmoraltrr therefore , an.e not used in

any way to evaluaËe either state of affairs; they simply refer to the

particular cause of the suffering or the deprivation of happiness.

Hence, the traditional classification of the kinds of evil is made on

the basis of the different causes of evil.

VTII

The claim that God is omnipotent or all-powerful allows for Èwo

possible interpretations. First, we might regard Godls por¡¡er as being

unrestricted to the point where he is able t,o do anything that he wills.

0n this interpretation of Godrs omnipotence he would be able Ëo do thaË

which ís logically impossible. Thus he would have the power to construct
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something which was boËh round and square, or make someËhing which was

both red and green all over, or even make two plus two equal five.

A second interpreËation of Godrs omnipotence implies that he can

do anything except that which is logically impossible. Thus he would be

able to destroy Èhe universe, or reverse the law of gravity or any

other physícal law. on this int,erpretation of Godts imnipotence what is

claimed is that God has power not only wiËhin NaËure but also over it.
Thereforeo he would not be resËricted by any nomic necessity, but only

by logical necessity.

To most philosophers the f irst int,er:pret,aËion of Godrs omni-

potence is unintelligible and, although some theologians maintain thaË

God is omnipotent in this sense, the majority of the latter adhere only

to the second interpretation. st. Thomas Aquinas, for example, agreed

thaË Godrs power was limíted by the trintrinsically impossiblerr. There-

fore, when I hereafter refer to t.he expression ttcodrs omnipotencerr,

r shall mean "Ëhe por¡rer to do anything excepË that which is logically

impos s ib Ie ?t

]X

rn claiming thaË God ís omniscient most theologians imply that,

he knows everything--everyËhing abouE the past, present, and the fuÈure.

rt might be asked: 'ttDoes he really, being perfect, know what ímperfec-

tion means and what it stands for? And further, if he is sinless,, can

he know what sin means?"18 These "difficultiesn are easily overcome:

18 Peter A. Bertocci, Introductíon to the Philosophy of Religion
(New York: Prentice-Hal1, 195lF
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surely there is no logical contradiction in claimÍng Ëhat a sinless per-

son could know what rrsin?r means, aË least no more of a contradiction than

claiming thaË a personr bald from bírth, could know what 'thaving hairl

means? The assumptíon behind these trdifficultiesrt is Ëhe empiricist

doctrine that the development of certain particular concepts is depen-

dent on a personts having particular sorts of experience. This doctrine

may in fact be correct, but if so it is surely only a contingent truth.

since God, however, is restricted only by the logically impossible, it

would certainly be within his power t,o acquire a particular concept with-

out having any partícular sort of experience. Even so, those critics

who claim that the exist,ence of evil presents itself as a problem for

Lhe theist who holds the modified Judeo-ChrisÈian concepËion of God are

willing Ëo ignore any possíble difficulËies inherent in the concepÈion

of an omniscient being. They feel thaË the existence of evil will force

the theist to abandon the concept,ion of God as an omniscient being, or

at least necessitate his deleting some other aËtribute from Ëhe modified

Judeo-Christian conception of God. Therefore, rather than assessing the

claim that anyone could be omniscient, let us grant. Èhis contenËion, and

then see whether omniscience is possible in the face of the existence of

evil.

X

As the quesËion rr!,IhaË is meant in saying that God is good?rr plays

an integral part in one of the proposed solut.ions to the problem of

evil, r do not propose to give a complete analysÍs of this sent,ence at
this tíme. suffice to say here Ëhat, in claiming that, God is perfectly
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good, theologians imply either that his goodness differs merely in degree

from human goodness, i.e., it can be properly characluerí-zed ínfinite

goodness, or that Godts goodness differs in kind from human goodness.

The problem of evil, however, will be staÈed under Ëhe presupposítion

that Godts goodness differs only in degree from human goodness; ín the

next chapter it wíll be shornrn that Lhe claim that Godls goodness differs

in kind from human goodness is noË a live option for the theisÈ.

rI

Lastly, let us examine the fifth propositíon involved in our

statement of the problem of evil, the claim that God is responsible for

what happens in the world. This proposition does noË beg any ímportant

quest,ions by assigning final blame to God for the exisLence of evil in

the universe; íts purpose is simply to distinguish the modífied Judeo-

Christian conception of God from the Aristotelian one. Aristotle claimed

that God, once He created the universe, left ít to function and survÍve

on íts own. The modified Judeo-Christíarl conception of God, on the other

hand, implíes that God is concerned with what happens in the world and,

because omnipotenË, could prevent the existence of evil. The claim Ehat

he would prevent its existence is, of course, related only to the fourth

proposition of our staLement of the problem.

This concludes our rather brief analysis of the five propositions

involved in the st,aËement of the problem of evil. Given this analysis

rre can now sËate, with more Precision than was possible earliert exacËly

how the problem of evil arises.
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XII

Suppose that we are told that a certain individual, let us call

him rUohnrt, is a paradigm case of a morally good person. Suppose also

Ëhat, the next day, we see John walking down the streeË. He does not

notice us. !üe, however, notice that he comes upon a young boy who has

fallen off his bicycle and is bleeding profusely. Apparently, Johnts

reaction to this situat,ion is Ëo ignore the screams of the child and con-

tínue on his way. The quesËion now aTises, trHow does this situation

reflect on the claim regarding Johnls moral stature?tr Here there are two

possible ansr^rers. First, thís informatíon might lead us to deny the ori-

ginal contention that John really is a morally good person. trrie mighË con-

jecture that Johnts previous public actions rá/ere merely a facade designed

to win the approval of others. Regarding thís specific situatÍonr it

rnight be suggested that John did not help rhe suffering child, even Ëhough

he believed it to be the right thing to do, because he also believed (wrong-

ly, of cor-rrse) that no one would know of his action.

A second possibility, however, is that we might not accept the

claim that John did, ín fact, ígnore the childrs plight. That is, we

might plausibly maintain that there r¡ras a ltmorally sufficient t"""ot rr19

for Johnts action. It might be suggested, implausibly of courser thaË

19 I botrow this terminology from Nelson Pike, trHume on Evil"r in
Pike, ed., gp. cit. Pike says: r{o say that there is a morally sufficient
reason for his action is simply Ëo say that there is a circumsËance or
condition which, when known, renders blame (thoughr of courser not respon-
sibilíty) for the action inappropriaLerr (p. 88.).
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John did not realize Ehat the child was hurt. If Ëhis r¡rere the case,

we might excuse John on t,he ground of ignorance. secondly, it might be

contended that Ëhe siËuat,ion in question was noË completely under his

control, that he was under the influence of some external force, e.g.r

he may have been under the influence of drugs, or have been hypnoLLzed,

or have been sleepwalking. rf Ëhís rn¡ere the case, we might not blame

him on Èhe ground that he díd not have voluntary control over his body.

Thirdly, it is possible that John r^ras on his way to see his dying mot,her

and, although he reaLLzed that Ehe child was suffering, he feft tha¿ his

duty to be at his moËherrs bedside Èook precedence over his prima facie

obligaËion to help the child. Here the morally sufficienr reason for

his action would be that he believed thaË he was doing the right thing,

i.e., his intentions

The conclusion Ëo be draum from this hypothetical situatíon

is this: I¡Ie must adopt one of these two alternative ansr^rers to the ques-

tion, 'lHow does thís situation affect our original judgement that John is

a morally good person?tr Once again, Ëhe two alternatives are (1) discount-

ing the original thesis or (2) offering a particular morally sufficient

reason for Johnts action. And to say that we must adopt one of these Ëwo

alËernatives is to say that T¡re cannot (1) maintain that Ëhis situat,ion

has no relevance to the claim thaË John is a morally good person or (2)

claim that Lhis situation in any way confirms Ëhe hypothesis thaË he is

a morally good person. cerËainly, we may later excuse or justÍfy his

action when we discover his acLual motives, but as these are presently

unknovm, we must regard his act,ion as counting against the claim that he

Ì^rere morally good.
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ís a morally good person.

The analogy between Èhe st,ory of John and the suffering child and

the situat,ion ín the universe regardÍng Ëhe existence of evil is quiLe

close. As we have briefly argued earlier, iË does noË seem Ëo be open to

dispute that because the childls screams were unheeded by John that this

constiËutes prima facie evidence againsÈ the proposal that John is a moral-

Ly good person. That isr.we would noÈ expect a morally good person--a1L

other thíngs beíng equal--Ëo allow any sentient being to suffer needlessly.

Similarly, it is, generalLy agreed that Ëhe exisËence of eúíl coristituËes

prima f.acie evídence against Èhe hypothesÍs thaÈ God exísts. That, ise

\^re T¡rould not expect a being who was ornnipotenË, omniscient, perfectly

good, and responsible for what happens ín Ëhe universe to allow evíl Ëo

exisË.2O To supporÈ thís iat,ter claim let me refer to phílosophers and

Ëheologíans who have conunented on it.

H.J. McCloskey cLaíms that, ttthere is a clear prÍma facie case that

God and evil are incompat,Íþlsrr2l ire.1 ttevil is a problem for Ëhe theíst

in that a qonLradiction ís Ínvolved in the fact. of evil on the one hand,

and t,he belíef in Èhe omnipotence and perfecÈion of God on the oxher,rr22

J.L. Mackie, who does not, incLude our Ëhírd and fifth proposÍt,ions ín hís

20 t thitrk that iË ís obvious Ëhat
a theist refuses to accept the Ëhesis thaË
prÍma facie evídence against the exist,ence
sayíng that for him there is no problem of
required.

21l,,M"c1o"key, 99. ciË ., p. 66.

zz Tbid,, p. 61,

Ëhis claÍm is importanË, fox íf.
evil const,itutes at, least
of God, then it goes wíthout
evilr and hence no solution is



formulaÈ,ion of the problem of evil,

seems Èo be some contradiction between these

if any two of them are true, the third would

poÍnts out Èhat rr... all three (proposirions)

theological positions: Ëhe theologian, it seems, at once rm-rst adhere and

cannot, consisËently adhere to all ¡þ¡ss.rtZ4 John itlisdom makes this same

point in a slightly different r^ray: rrThere is no judgment about the good

whose Èrut,h r^re are nr¡re certain of than the judgmenË thaË what, is painful

or sinful cannot. be perf ectly good. rr25 P.H.D. drHolbach

nevertheless maintains t.hat rtthere

sion of the problem of evil as one of the "confused and

ídeas of theologytt:

three propositions, so that

bs f ¿15s. rr23 Mackie also

are essenËial parts of most

tr'Ihen perverse and negligent governments produce
and n¡rltiply misery, steriliLy, depopulation, and
ravages, in my country, where is the goodness of
God to it? trfhen terrible revolutions, deluges,
earthquakes, overthrow a great part of the globe
rnihich I inhabit, where is the goodness of this God;
where is Èhe beautiful order which his wisdom has
íntroduced in the universe? How shall we be able
to discern his beneficent providence, when every-
thing appears to announce that he is sporting wiËh
the human species?26

22

23 ¡.i.. Mackie, 'rEvil and Omnipolencetr, in Pike, ed.r _c!.. cit., p.47.

24 tai¿.

25 John llísdom, rrGod and Evil?r, Mind, VoL. 44 (1935), p. 1.

states his ver-

contradictory

26 p.n.l.
Religious Belief
Harcourt, Brace & World Inc., 1963), p. 260.

dtHolbach, The System of
and Philosophical Thought,

Nature, Vol. 3, Chapter VII in
ed. I,üil1iam Alston (New York:
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F.R. Tennant. voices this same objection in this way:

And before theist,ic faith, however sanguinly
it may be entertained by individual believers, can
be redeemed from subjectívity and be pronounced to
be reasonable from the point of view of corrìrnon or
objective ,ttknowledgerr, a solution of the problem of
evil must be found. It is as incumbent upon empiri-
cally reached theism as upon theology of the e priori
kind to provide a theodicyr ox to afford grounds for
a belief equivalent to rhe rationalistícally derived
assertion that this is the besË possible world.z/

And finally, John James, ín his biblical approach to the problem of evil

agrees that rtËhe prevelance of evil furnishes a prima facie case againsÈ

the belief in the goodness and omnipotence of God, and so our faith must

stand i¡s ¡4i"1.rr28 He cítes as a case for the prosecution a- passage from

Bror^mingls t'Mihrab Shah":

trnlherefore should any evil hap to man-
From ache of flesh to agony of soul-
Since Godrs 4"11-Mercy mates All-?otency?
Nay, why permits He evil to himself-
Manls sín accounted such? Suppose a world
Purged of all pain, T¡rith fiL inhabitant-
Man pure of evil in thought, word and deed-
I'Iere ir not well? Then, wherefore otherwise?
Too good result? But He is wholly good!
Hard to effect? Ay, were He impotentt

tended Lhat the fact ¡hat John did not help the child reflects his charac-

ter Ín one of two ways. First, his action could be construed as evidence

Regarding our story of John and

against the hypothesis that he is a morally good person. This part,icular

27 p.n. Tennant, ?hilosophical Theology, Vo1. 2, Ch. VII, in
Alston ed., 9p. cit., p. 245.

28 John James, Why Evil? (Hammondworth, Middlesex: Penguin Books Ltd.,
1960), ch. rv.

the suffering chíld, we have con-
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inference, however, obviously does not in any way imply anything about the

existence or norlrêxistence of John; it simply denies a particular claim

regarding the moral aspect of his character. Yet in the case of God and

the existence of evil, if we analogously deny that God is perfectly good

because he allows evil to exisË, Èhen there is an important implication

regarding his existence. To deny that God is perfectly good is, in effect,

to deny that God exisËs , f.or God is perfectly good by definitíon. No

doubt most. theists do not regard the existence of evil as implyíng this

conclusion; they adopt the second alternative and offer a defence of Godts

action analogous to that which was earlier suggested for John. That is,

most theists claim that in the case of God and the existence of evil

that there is a morally sufficient reason for hís action. The adoption of

thís second alternative, however, has one very important implicatLon, vLz.,

it implies that evil really is a problem for the theist. For if evil did

not present Ítself as a problem for the theÍst, why would a morally sufficient

reason for Godts acÈion be needed at all? The fact that theologians from

the time of St. AugusËine to the twenÈieËh century have aËtempted to provide

solutions to the problem of evil shows conclusively that they all, either

implicítly or expliciËly, agree that evil constitutes prima facie evidence

against the existence of God.

Fínally, ít should be apparent that Ëhe problem of evíl is a much more

serious problem for the theist than the problem of defending Johnts moral

stature. Unlike John, God is obviously nrcta morEal being. Hence, many of t,he

morally sufficient, reasons which were plausible in Johnts case are not so

wiËh regard to Godls action. God, for example, cannot. be excused for

allowing evil on the ground that he was ignorant as to how it mighL effect
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man, for he Ís, by definition, omniscient. Nor can he be excused on the

ground that he is unable to remove evil because he is, once again by defi-

nit.ion, omnipotent. Hence the theist must seek oËher morally sufficient

reasons in order to avoid assigning blame Ëo God for allowing evil to exisL.

These reasons, which I now propose to examine, constitute the many proposed

solutions to the problem of evil.



CHAPTER III

THE COGNITIVITY OF RELIG]OUS UTTERANCES

I. THE PROBLEM OF EVIL--A PSEUDO-PROBLEM?

Before proceeding with a survey of some of the proposed solutions

to the problem of evíl, we should consider a possible objection to the

approach that, has been taken in our díscussion of the problem. tr{e have

seen that the problem of evil ís a problem only ín conjunction with cer-

tain religious doct,rines, ví2., the belief in an omnipotent., omniscient,

perfectly good being who is responsible for what happens in the world. Or,

Ëo be more precise, the problem of evil essentially ínvolves t\n/o sentences,

t'God existstt and rtEvil existsil and their prima facie incompatibility. Now

an objecÈor might take issue with any further discussion of the incompa-

tibility of these t,'nro sentences or¡. the ground that we have not, as yet,

establíshed that Ëhese sentences are cognitively meaningful, l'-e., that,

they are either Lrue or false. He might contend that one or both of these

sentences are devoid of cognitive meanÍng and have only emotive meaning.29

If this is the case, i.e., if one or both of these senËences are in facÈ

devoid of truth-value, then it becomes unclear what it means to say Ëhat

these sentences are in conflíct or incompatible. That Ís, one wonders what

sort. of problem the problem of evil could be if some of those sent,ences

involved in its fornnrlation vrere cognitively meaningless. In this chapter

29 th" emoËive meaning of
ing which expresses, rather than
Èhe speaker. Exclamations such
have only emotive meaning.

an utterance is that aspect, of its mean-
describes, an attit.ude or enx¡tion of

as rralastt or rthurrahrt are words which
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we T^rill be concerned only with the contention thaÈ ttGod existstris cogni-

Ëively meaningless, as it is the cognitiviËy of this ut.t,erance, rather than

that of trEvil exists.tr, which has occupied the attention of contemporary

philosophers and theologians.

This sort of objection requÍres us to establísh whaË types of meaning

the ut'terance "God existsil has before we proceed with a discussion of the

atÈempted solutions t.o the problem of evil. It also leads us to the more

general quest'ion of the semantical status of religious utterances as a whole,

and here there are four avenues open to the inquiring philosopher. He may

claim that all religious utterances are cogniËively meaningful but have no

other meaning; Ëhat they are cognitively meaningful and have some other type

of meaning; Ëhat they are devoid of cognitive meaning but possess some

other type of meaning; and fínally, that they are devoid of both cognitíve

meaning and any other Ëype of meaning. trrle will be concerned with only Ëhe

third and fourth possibilities here.

Most philosophers and theologians prior to t.he twentieth cent.ury

simply assumed that all sent.ences expressing religious dogma had cognitive

meaning and, further, that such sentences could be verified by empirical

means sínce they entailed empirical statements. St. Thomas AquÍnas, for

example, presented five arguments designed to show that the sentence nGod

existstr is true. These arguments today stand as the paradj€m case of

religious sentences whích appeal to observation. Anselm, and later Des-

cartes and Leibniz, though they did not, appeal to observation to establish

Èhe existence of God, were nevert,heless cognitivists regarding the semanti-

cal status of religious uËt,erances. They claimed that once we understood
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the meaning of the word trcodtt we would see that the assertion that. he exists

is a necessary truth. Even Hume, in attempting to sho,w that the argument

from design did not constitute adequat,e grounds for belief ín God, assumed

that the issue between the theist and the atheist was a cognitíve one.

Although Hume did not challenge the assumption that the sentence

'tcod exists" is cognitívely meaningful, his empiricism was to influence

future philosophers and their more radical views regarding the semanËical

status of religious uËt.erances. A.J. Ayer and the logical positivísts,

who admÍt,red that their doctrines were the logical outcomes of the empíri-

cism of Berkeley and Hume, shocked the philosophícal and theological world

by maintaining that all religious ut,terances are cognitively meaningless.

They claimed Ëhat all religious utt,erances are a sub-class of metaphysical

ut¿erances and as such are neither Ërue nor false because they cannot be

confirmed or disconfirmed by empirical methods. Although the logical

positivísËs did not deal specifically with Ëhe problem of evil, it is certain

that they would have considered it to be a pseudo-problem, cont,ending that

if Ít is cognitively meaningless to assert, Ëhat God exists, it follows

that íË would also be cognitively meaningless Lo assert thaË the existence

of God is or is not, compatible with the exisÈence of evil.

AlËhough the views of the logical positivists have been subject to

much criticism, lheir basic principle--that a factual assertion is one

which can be confirmed or disconfirmed by empirical methods--has recently

been employed by some Bricish philosophers to reopen the question of the

cognitivity of religious utterances. As their views on this matter obviously

have important repercussions for any discussion of the problem of evil, I

will first Pause t.o examine the controversy regarding the cognitivity of
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religious ut,terances and then return to the problem of evil itself.

II. JOHN I{ISDOM IIND 'IGODS''

John lüisdom, in hÍs widely acclaimed paper rço¿"rt30, launches a

discussion concerning the cognitive or noncognitive characËer of religious

language. In explaining the nature of the dispute between the theist and

the atheisL, trr/isdom points ouË Ëhat.?rthe existence of God is not an ex-

perimental issue in Ëhe way ít r¿5rr31, and he assumes, therefore, thaË

meËaphysical arguments for the existence of God will not play any part in

the discussion. ltrhat will be under discussion will be a more sophísticated

theistic belief in God or gods, and in order Ëo focus the field of at,tention

more clearly trnlisdom tells us that Èhe belief in a life after death will play

no ParË in his investigat,ion. Thus the aim of the study will be ttto consi-

der Ëhe differences bet\nreen atheist.s and theists in so far as Ëhese diffe-

rences are not a matter of a belief in a future ]-r¡".il32

ElímínaËing any consideration of life after death, r¡hat are the

differences between the aÈheisËs and theísts? Is it whaË the theists are

people who have reËained their primitive childish supersËiËions when such

irmnaturities should have been shede or is ít that Ehe atheisËs are afflicted

by what tr{iËtgensËein called I'aspect-blindnessrt? Wisdom considers the analogy

Antony Flew (Oxford: Basil Blackwell, 1951),

31 rbid., p. L94.

32 r¡i¿.r p. r95.

30 John tr{isdom, rtcods?r, in Logic and Language, First
pp. LB6-206.

Series, ed.
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between the belief in God and a childts belief that his deceased father nor^I

resËs in anot,her world. This child, says Wisdom, may belíeve that his dead

father sees and hears him all the Èime; and when he does something T¡/rong

he may feel separaËed from his father unËÍl he repents his wrongdoing. pos-

sibly the child also believes that when he himself dies he wí11 rejoin his

father in thís other world. Nevertheless, insists trüisdom, t,hís is not all

of what makes the difference between a child who believes that his father

lives in another world and one who does not. Nor is it, mutatÍs mutandis,

the only difference between one who believes ín God and one who does not.

According to tr'Iisdome

This difference may st.i11 be described as belief
in another world, only this belief is not a mat-
ter of one expect,ing one thing rather than another
here or hereafter, it is not a matËer of a world
to come but of a world that is noh7, though beyond
orrt 

""tr"".33
trnlisdom contends thaË in order to comprehend the logic of belief ín

God we must examine the logic of belief in animal and human minds, i.e., the

questíon of the reasonableness of belief in divine minds is intimately rela-

ted to the question of there being any facts in nature which support our

claims about human minds. And so¡ according to tr{isdom, the problem of the

exist,ence of God can be resolved into three part,s. First, there is the

question, rtls there ever any behaviour which gives reason to believe in

any sort of mind? rt34 Secondly, we may ask, rAre Ëhere other mind-patterns

in nature besides the human and animal paËterns whicb T¡re can all easily

detect, and are these oËher mind-patterns supet-¡.r*utt? rr35 However, !{isdom

33 lbid.¡ p. L96.

34 rbid.r p. L97.

35 rbid.
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sible'?r he concludes, t'to have before onets eyes all the iÈems of a patt,ern

and still to míss the paËte¡n.'r3B Indeed, it may well be that Ëhe patËern

is the mosË important fact in Ëhe total sit,uation, providing Ëhe clue Lo the

understanding of all else; to miss the patËern is Ëo miss Èhe meaning of

the whole and, therefore, ?tËhe difference as to there being any gods is in

Part a difference as to what, is so and therefore as to the facts, but not

in the símple way which f írst occurred te ss.rr39

trüisdom novr suggests that r¡ie trapproach Èhese same points by a diffe-

tun¡ to¿¿.'r40 Here he employs a parable designed to illustrate how belief

in God ttmay starÈ by being experiment,al and gradually become something quite

different...."41

Two people return to their long neglected
garden and find among Ëhe weeds a few old plants
surprisingly vigorous. One says to the oËher, ttlt
must be ËhaË. a gardener has been coming and doing
something about these plants.rr Upon inquiry they
find that no neighbour has ever seen anyone aË work
in their garden. The first man says to the other,
rlHe nnrst have worked while people slept.?'. The other
says, "No, someone would have heard him and besídes,
anyone who cared about, Ëhe plants r^¡ould have kept
down the weeds.'r The f írst man says, rrlook at the
\^ray Ëhese are arranged. There is purpose and a
feeling for beauty here. I believe that someone
comes, someone invisible Ëo human eyes. I believe
thaË the more carefully we look the more r¡re shall
find confirmation of this.tt They examine Ëhe gar-
den ever so carefully and sometimes they come upon
new Ëhings suggesting Ëhe cont,rary and even that a
malicious person has been at work. Besides examining

3B rui¿.

39 rui¿. p. 2oo.

4o r¡i¿.

41 rui¿.
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the garden carefully, they also sü,udy what, happens
t,o gardens left wit,hout atËenËion. Consequently,
when after all Ëhís one says, rrl sËill believe a
gardener comesrt while t,he oÈher says rrl dent¡rr Ëheir
different words now ref lecL no dif ference aä to what i.,:::,they have found in the garden, no dif ference as Ëo i,,j ,,:.what they would find if they looked furrher and no
difference abouË how fasË untended gardens fall
inËo disorder. At Lhis stage, in this conËexË,
the gardener hypothesis has ceased to be experi-
ment.al, the difference beËween one who accepËs
iË and one who rejecËs iË is not rlo\^r a maËËer of ',.,,,,,,

one expecËíng something thaË Ëhe other doesntt l,':,:r¡:
expect,. tr{haË is t,he díf ference between Ëhem? ;

The one says, rA gardener comes unseen and un- ,,..:-:.
heard. He is manífesËed only in hÍs works with ,,', ,,

whích we are all familiarrt, the oÈher says,
'There is no gardenerrt and with this difference
about, what they say about, the gardener goes a
difference in how they feel Ëowards the garden,
in spíLe of the fact Ëhat neither expecËs any-
thing that Èhe other does not expecy-.42

Having concluded Ëhat, there is no experienËial difference .beËweeil

the views of the two disput,anËs, i.e.¡ there are no possible further empiri-

ca1 Ëests which would casË doubt on either rthypothesisrr (in the opinion of

either disputant), llisdom asks:

If the whole difference between the two is t,haË
one calls the garden by one name and feels one r^ray
Ëowards íË, whíle t,he oËher caLls íË by another
name and feels another way towards ÍËr Ís íË any
longer appropriate to.ask r'lühich is right,?t'or
'rürrhich ís reason ¿þ!s! !43

ltrhat ímplicaËions for Ëhe quesËion of the cognitivity of relígious

uËterances does trfisdomts parable have? trfisdom might be interpretêd as

claiming Ëhat Èhe difference between the Lheíst and the atheisË is Ëhis:

If the theist were asked to compíle a list of Ëhose things LhaË he believed

42 tþi|.r PP. 2oo-20L.

43 tbid., p. 201.
-,..::,:.
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to be real he would no doubt include tables, chairs, apples, flowers, ani-

mals, people, etc.; if the atheisË were making up his list, he would compíle

exactly the same list as that of the theist. Once having compiled their

respectÍve list,s, however, the atheist and the Ëheíst would differ in. thaË

each would then adopt a differenE attiÈude or feeling Ëoward the sum total

of iÈems on his list. The theist rn¡ould say I'God exÍsËsil, this being Ëhe

conventially accepted way of expressing his particular atËitude toward

reality as a whole, whíle the atheíst rrrould say "God does not existrtas

the convenËional accepted way of expressing his differing at,Ëitude. Thus

I'Iisdom is maintaining that neither of the rival "hypothesesrtis, even in

principlel verifiable because no cognitive claim ís being made; there Ís

no disagreement, abouË Ëhe experiencable facts the resolution of which would

determine r¿hether Ëhe theisË or atheist, was right. Both disputant,s see the

same world, but they adopt a differenË attítude Ë,owards what they see and

express Lheír differing attitudes by adopËing what seem to be conËradictory

hypotheses.

trriisdom makes it quite explicít in his parable that the two dispu-

tants agree as to what the facts are. Thus Ëheir dispute, if it continues,

is cert,ainly not one abouË Ëhe facts, for this aspect of Ëhe dispute has

already been resolved. trfhat, remains ín the díspute has a more personal

quality attached to it, ví2., that of cournitLing oneself to a particular

attitude toward Ëhese accepted facts. And this atËitude, according to

inlisdom, is not iËself anot.her facÈ nor stateable as another fact. Once we

notice that this is now Ëhe focal point of the trdisagreementrt we can see

that any cognitive elements which vrere once present have now been super-

ceded by emotive elements relat,ing solely to aËtiËudes and feelings. This
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situat.ion, says tr'Iisdom, is similar to the sítuation where two people see

the same picÈure and one says it is beautiful while the other maintains that

Ít is ugly. In boÈh cases, says I'Iisdom, what seem to be contradictory

claims are only reflections of different feelings and indicaÈe no difference

in cogniËive meaning:

The difference as to whether a God exists in-
volves our feelings more than most scientific
disputes and in this respect is more like a
difference as to whether there is beauty in
a thing'44

If Wisdom is int,erpreËed as claiming that a1l religious utterances

are cognitively meaningless, Èhen there are several t,hings which he says

which seem to be inconsisLent with this interpreËation. For example:

And if T¡re say as vre did at the beginning Ëhat
when a difference as to the existence of God
is not one as to fuËure happenings then it is
not experimental and therefore not as to the
factsr w€ must not forthwith assume that there
is no right or wrorig about it, no rationality
or irraËionality, no appropriateness or innap-
propriateness, no procedure which tends t.o
setËle it, nor even thaË this procedure is in
no sense a díscovery of new facts.45

And, in reply t,o the suggesÈion t.hat if there is no experientíal difference

betrnreen the views of the two disputants then it is no longer appropriate to

ask '{¡'Ihich is right?'t or 'rtlhich is reasonable?tt, !üisdom says, ttAnd yet sure-

ly such questions are appropriate when one person says to the other trYou

still think the worldrs a garden and not a wilderness and that the gardener

has not foresaken ian.46 The tone of these sËatemerits at leasË casts doubt

44 rbid.r p. zo5.

45 r¡i¿.
46 r¡i¿., p. zol-.
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on r¡rhether or not I'Iisdom want.ed to deny the cognitivity of religious uËLer-

ances. Nevertheless, Ëhe important question is not whether tr'iisdom \^Ias or

\n7as noË denying Ëhis thesis, but whether or not this conclusion (which most

coûmentators have claimed tr'Iisdom was in fact drawing) follows from his

parab le.

trnlhat can be said in rebutt.al to I'Iisdomls thesís? Fírst, it seems

that tr{ísdom mistakenly identifies the notions of an utt.erance being true or

false and its being capable of being proven true or false. He nowhere offers

any evidence in supporË of his conËention that, arl utterance must satisfy the

latter condition before it can meet the former and, quite frankly, I see no

prima facie reasons for accepting the claim that. it musË. In fact, there

seems to be other candidates which are cognitively meaningful and yet do not

appear to be capable of being proven eiËher t,rue or false. MaËhemat,ics

offers many such candidates.4T For example: some prime numbers can be

written in the form I + n2 for some natural number n. Thus 5 = L * 22

and 17 = !+ 42. The question now arises, ttls there an end to such primes?"

Unfortunately, no mathematician has as yet ansrárered this quest,ion. Consider

a second example: the question "If n is a natural number, is there a prime

belween n2 and (n * 1)2ttt is but another maLhematical problem which is

unsolved as yet. And finally, the work of Gödel is particularly relevant to

the question of cogniËivÍty and verifícation. In 1931 Gödel shattered Èhe

mystical belief that, given any definit,e unsolved problem in mathematics,

its solution must follow by a definite number of purely logÍcal processess.

He proved that in any consistent mathematical system rich enough to include

47 Th."u examples

by Sherman K. Stein (San
are taken from Mathematics: The Man Made Universe
Francisco: Vl.H. Frieman & Co.r 1963).
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number theory, there is an assertion r^rithin Ëhat system Ëhat is true, yet

is not provable within that sysËem, hlhat are the implications of this ttin-

complet,eness theoremrr?

It suggesËs Ëhat there may be questions whose
ansrnrers we will never know, no maËter what new
techniques of proof we may someday discover,
or how far we go out,side the structure in which
the quesËion was originally phrased...Though
every probable statemenË is truer it, may noË
that every true sËaËemenL is provable. The
true and the proirable may not coincide.4B

trüisdom has presented a dispute beËween Ëhe theist and atheist in

r.rhich neither is willing to allow the possibílity of Ëhere being any fur-

ther evidence which would verify the otherts thypothesistt. I'Ihat does a

dispute of thís sorË suggest--that, the Ëwo different thypothesesrr are cogni-

tively meaningless? No, Ëhís conclusion does r¡ot folLow at all. It is

certainly a non sequiter to claim that because each dísputant is not wi1-

ling to allorr that his opponents trhypothesistr could ever be verified by

future observatíon, Ëhat no such evídence exists. Surely, if the two dis-

put.ants were one day to discover ËhaË all the flowers in the garden had

withered away, would this not constítute evidence againsE Lhe hypothesis

of a waLchful gardener? Or, on the other hand2 what if all the weeds in Ëhe

garden were suddenly replaced by beautiful flowers--would this noË be eví-

dence in favour of the gardener hypothesis? And even if iË were the case

that no addiËional evidence did exisL, it ís a non sequiter Ëo assume that

the existing evídence cannot. or does not favour either of the two disput,ants.

Hence, the reluct,ance on the part of Ëhese individuals Ëo accepË any further

48 r¡i¿., pp. 276-77.
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evÍdence may be simply irrelevant, with respecË to the cognitivit.y of their

respect ive utt,erances .

I conclude this discussion of tr{isdomts rGods" by stating that I
believe that trrlisdom faíLs to demonstraËe that, religious ut,Ëerances lack

cognit,ivíty; he may have reopened the question of the cogniËivity of reli;.
gious utterances, but he certainly has not set,t, led it

III. ANTONY FLEI,I AND 'THEOLOGY AND FALSIFICATIQ¡il49

Flew begins wiËh a parable developed from Wisdomts rtcodstr. As the

two parables are duiËe símilar, however, Flewls wíll noÈ be reproduced here;

it ís Flewts interpreËaËion of the parable and the conclusions he draws :

tt

which díffer from lüisdomls and therefore merit, special aËtenËion. 
:

Takíng Ëhe posiËion of the scepËic, Flew asks, ruust, how does what

you (theisË) calL an ínúisiblen intangible, eternally elusíve gardener díffer 
l

from an imagínary gardener orî evsr no gardener aL all?rsO and he replies, ì

In this parabLe vre can see how what starts as i

an asserËion thaË someËhíng exists or that Lhere
ís some analogy between cert,ainccomplexes of : :

phenomena, may be reduced sËep by sËep Ëo an al- .,,'i,"
: -.:1. -ltogether different statusr,Ëo an expression perhaps :::.:of a ttpícture pref"t"tr"srr5 I ....4 fine brash hypo- :r'1::,'

Ëhesis may thus be killed by ínches, Ëhe death :;:Ì:':

by a thousand qualifícatíont.n52

Ant,ony Flew¡ ttlheology and Falsifícationtr, in New Essays in
ithílosophÍcal Theology, eds., Antony Flew and Alasdair MailnËyref@e\,r
York:.The Macmillan Company and London: The SÈudent Christ,ian Movement
Press, L955)r pp. 96-99.

i:,:r: ;

5o roi¿. , p. 96.

51 Cf. John lüisdome lrOther Míndsrr, Mind, Vol. 49, No. Lg3, lg4}.

52 Flewr op. ciË., p. 97.
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Theological utterances, says Flew, have perished Ín just Ëhis way. Such

senËences as rtGod has a plantr, ttGod created the worldrt, and ttGod loves us

like a father loves his childrentr, whích appear to be genuine assertions,

soon are qualified Ëo the poínt where they lose all cognít,ive contenË.

Flew now proceeds to consider Ëhe semanËícal staLus of relígious

utterances by examining the nature of assertíons in general. He says:

- . . ..- .-r-._.: :- :: -::

Now to assert that such and such ís the
casé is necessarily equívalenË to denyÍng thau
such and such is noË the case. Suppose thaÈ we
are in doubt as Lo what someone who gives vebt
to an ut,terânce is asserting, or suppose, nore
radicalLy, r,re are scepËícal as to whether he is
really asserËing anything at aLL, one say of
trying to undersÈand (or perhaps it wílL be to
expose) his ut,terance ís Lo attempt to fÍnd ouË
what he would regard as counting againsË, or
being incompaËíble wiËh, it,s t,ruth. For if the
uËterance is indeed an asserËion, ít will ne-
cessarily be equívalenË Lo Ëhe denÍal of the
negaÈion of that asserËion. And anything which
would count, against the asserËion, or which
would índuce the speaker to withdraw it and ad-
mít that he had been misLaken, musË be part of
(or the whoLe of) the meaning of Ëhe negat,ion of
thaË assert,íon¡ And to know Ëhe meanÍng of the
negation of an assertion, ís as near as makes
no mat,ter, Ëo know Ëhe meaning of thaË assertion.53

Flew concludes that, because there is no conceivable evenË or series .,', '',' , ,,'.- .,: l
'. _'..:._-::.i.; 1 :i : ... .. 1.t : ;

of event,s the occurrence. of wtrÍch religious people would accept, as constítu- ,;'..¡:.¡¡'i1''':¡j;r1:

ting a disproof of Godts exist,ence, the puËative asserËion ttGod existstr is

cogniËively meaningless. Thus with Ftew, the debaËe côncerning the cogni-

as Lhe test of cognitivity Ëo the complementary idea of falsifiability.

Flewts argumenL seems more persuasive than that of lüisdom or the logical

53 roid., p,98.
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posiËivists Ín that he is claiming thaË all religious utt,erances violate

a logical condition rather Ëhan a controversial ep,istemological one (the

verification criterion of meaning).

Flewrs argument is cerËainly not, as straightforward as it might ap-

Pear; t,here are several things he says which seem to me to be either am-

bigious or false. First, I Ëake the statementrflo asserË t,hat such and

such is the case is necessarily equivalenÈ (italics mine) to denying that

such and such is not Ëhe ssssrr54 to mean that, on logical groundsr €rny

sÈatement is equivalent to Ëhe negation of its negation. That is ¡ any

sËatement and the denial of its denial (negation of its negat.ion) come

out a tautology under truËh table analysis. . Beginning with Èhis syntact,i-

cal analysis of all assert.ions, one might expect any other general state-

ments which Flew makes about assertions Ëo be of the same type, i.e., syn-

tactical in nature. Hor¡rever, thÍs does noË seem Ëo be the case. For exam-

Ple, Flew goes ori to say ËhaË if I^¡e are in doubt as to whether someone is

really asserting somethinge trone way of trying to understand (or perhaps it

will be to expose) his ut,t,erance is to find out what he r^rould regard as

counting against, or being incompatible withe ia" ¡trr¡L.r,55 1Ë ís not al-

together clear what this mearis. tTrying to underst,ang (or perhaps iË r^rill

be to expose)rt an utLerance looks like trying to find out whaË it means, or

wheËher it means anything, i.e.r a question of Ëhe semantical status of the

utterance; attempting to find out what the speaker ?twould regard as count-

.!gg againsL iËs t,ruËhrrlooks more like trying Ëo find ouË what staËements

he would rsgard as being incompat.ible with the Èruth of his original asser-

54 rui¿.

55 rui¿.
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Ëion, i.e., a quesLion of Ëhe logical status of the uËterance. A third

possibility, which Flew does not consider, of trying to understand a per-

sonls utt,erance is to ask hÍm on whaË grounds he wants Ëo assert it, i.e.,

a questÍon of the epistemic staËus of the utt.erance. The question now ari-

ses, ItOn what basis is FIew crit.icísing relígious ut,terances--as not ful-

filling some logícal prerequisite of all genuine asserËionsr or a semanË,ical

prerequisite, or an epistemíc prerequisite, or even some combinat.ion of

these three?tr Flew is certainly not explicit here, and this tends to obscu-

re the direction and force of his argument.

Neverthelessl let us proceed to what seems to be the core of Flewts

argument against religious ut,terances. He argues as follows:

And anything which would count against. the assertion
o156 which would induce the speaker Ëo withdraw it
and admit that it had been mistaken, must be part of
(or the whole of) the r¡reaning of the negat,íon of that
as serË ion.5 7

Because religious people are unwil1Íng to allow anyËhing whatsoever as

constituËíng evidence against such utt.erances as ltGod existsrrandttGod loves

us like a father loves his childrenfr, the negations of these utterances musL

be devoid of cognit,ive meaning. And if this ís so, because I'to know the

meaning of the negatíon of an assertion, is as far as makes no maËter, to

56 tt is noË clear whether Flew is here making t\^Io distinct claims
as Lo what constitutes part or whole of the meaning of Ëhe negation of
an assertion or merely rewording one claim. I shall assume Ëhat he is
doing the former and therefore argue against what appear to be two distínCt
contentions. However, even if he is simply making the one point here, my

second critícism wi11, I belíeve, be sufficient Ëo refute iË.

57 r¡i¿.
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know Ëhe meaning of that asserËion"r58 Ëhe religious putaÈive assertions

themselves musË be cognitively meaningless.

The above argument rests on one or Ëwo (depending on oners interpre-

taÈion) assumpËíons. Each, I will mainËain, is patenËly false. First, con-

sider Fl-ewrs contention ËhaË anyËhjng (italics mine) which would induce a

speaker to admít that his uËt,erance had been místaken musË be part of (or

for whole of) the meaning of the negat,íon of that uÈterance. Suppose thaË

a cormn¡níst, who was originalLy a theist, was brainwashed into believíng

that God does not exist on Lhe ground that Lenin said so. I,[ould Èhe sËate-

mentstWhatever Lenin said is Ëruetr,and ttlenin said, rGod does not existttt

be part of the meaning of ttcod does noË existrr? Obviously not, and yeË

Ëhis ís the position Flew is conrnit,t,ed to if he wishes Lo mainËain thaÈ any-

thing which would inducg a speaker Ëo admit Èhat his utterance had been mis-

taken must, be part of (or Ëhe whole of) the meaning of the negation of that

asserËion.

Secondly, consíder Flewfs claím Ëhat anything which would count

?gainst, (itaLics mine) an assertion must be part of the meaning of the

negatio-n of that assertion. This is surely false. Flew wouLd no doubt,

agree ËhaÈ Èhe fact that a particular object appears to be bLue counts

agaínsË or is evidence agaínsË the thesis that the object is red. However,

the staÈement, 'tThis object appears bluett is not part of or Èhe whole of the

meaning of '{his is not red'r! oËherwíse ÍË would be logically impossible for

a non-tred object to faiL to appear blue. GranËíng Ëhe validiÈy of Ëhese

thro counËerexamples, it would appear that the crux of Flewts argumenË against

58 tbid.
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the cognitivity of religious uËterances is unsound.

Ït seems Ëo me thaË there are several other possible rejoinders open

to the religious cognit,ívist. First, he might suggesË that Flew subjecË

the utterance rrÏt, is not Ëhe case that God exists?t Èo hís Ëest for cognitive

meaning. Flew would have to say that this putative assertion is cogniti-
vely meaningful if and only if the theist, would regard some evidence âs

counting against or being incompatible wíth its truth. But here the theist

is only too willing Ëo oblige. There are many examples of evidence that

disconf irm t,his ut,terance which he r^rould be willing to endorse, e.g.t mÍra-

cles, the moral law, purpose and order in the universe, our sense of contin-

gency, religious experience, etc. If this is the case, would Flew noË be

compelled to admit that Èhe uËt,erance lrlË is not, t,he case Ëhat God existsrris

a genuine statement? And if Ëhis uËterance is a genuine staËement, does Ít

not follow that ,ltGod exisËsrt is also a genuine stat,ement?33

Secondly, if Flew wants to maint.ain that any tthypothesis?r which is

noË falsifiable in principle is cognitively meaningless, then there seem to

be obvious counterexamples Ëo this claim. For example, the hypothesis

rThere are three consecuËive sevens in the decimal det,ermination of lÍ,rr

may one day be verified, but it can never be falsified.60 Flew míghË reply

59 ff 'rIÈ is noË Lhe case Lhat, God existsn passes Flewrs require-
ments for genuineness, thentrGod exist,srtnrust, also be an actual rather thanjust a putat,ive assertion. For if the former utterance is cognitívely
meaningful it ís surely not, due solely to the meaning of the logical ope-
raÈor'rit is not the case thatt?; therefore, the only ot.her consËituent of
the utterance, vj,z.l "God existsrt, must be cogniËively meaningful.

60 this example is from John
Clíffs, N.J.: PrenËice-Hal1, L963,

Hick, Philosophy of Religio3
p. 100.

(Englewood
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that Ëhis is a mathematical uËËerance and as such díffers drasËically from

' religious ut,Ëerances, i.e., maËhematical uËterances are supposedly analytic,

whereas religious senËences are not. This reply is not a telling one, 
1:,-:...:

however, for even if we accepÈ it, there are oÈher counterexamples which ; ::l

support our contention. For example, the uËterance t(lhere exisÈs a blue

ÉoÉ" is obviously a non-analytíc uËËerance which, given an Ínfinite number .'
, -.:. .:: : :

of objects Ín the universe, fiay one day be verif ied, but it can never be 
,,':,,.,.

falsif íed, even íf false. It would noË seem Lo be Êoo Presumptous Ëo -.: :-:
:..'''.'..:.
'..: -.: :.

assume thaË Flew would not \¡rant Lo deny t.hat this is a cognitively meaning-

ful trtterance.

Third1y, there is an ambíguity in the noËíon of noË-being-a-real- 
l
l

assertion as Flew puts,it. It is not clear whether hís objection to religious 
I
l

put,ative assertions is that whaË they say cannot be eÍther verifíed or falsí- '

l

fied, or rhaË they are meaningless, i.e., donft really say anything. He seems 
j

Ëo ÌnranË to make both Ëhese objecËions, and the secoïLdr illegíËinatelyr oll l

the basís of Ëhe first,. BuË these Ëwo thíngs ought, to be kept distÍnct. 
i

tr'Ie need ask: trAre relígious put,ative asserËions meaningful, i.ê.¡ are Ëhey 
n1.,,1.i. ,a :.::

either Ërue or f alse?rr âîdr rrAre they verif Íable or falsif iable?tt .,, ,,, .

Fourthly, ít would appear that Flew is guílËy of cornrniËËing Ëhe same ;ì'"¡"

type of error t,haL trüísdom does. If a theist \ntere to take Ëhe stand LhaÈ

Fle¡nr attribuËes Ëo all theísLs, viz., refusing Èo admít Ëhat there is any
'.

evidence which wouLd count againsL t.he God-hypothesis, iL does not' follow thaL .,'.i,,,

rrGod exisËstt is noË a genuíne assert,ion. trrlhat does follow is Èhat anyone who

takes this süand ís not beíng raÈional, and the irrationality of a Particu-

lar person or group of persons does not constiËuLe good grottnds for elaiming

that Èheir putaËive assertions are neither Ërue nor false. To make Èhis ,:..r.;.
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point slightly differently, we may ask¡ ttln whaL r¡Iay are the beliefs and

att,itudes of relígious indíviduals a reflecËion on the cogniËivíty of reli-

gious utEerances?rt There are certaínly many agnostÍcs who are willing Ëo

admi¿ thaË there is evidence both for and against Ëhe God-hypoËhesis: must

T^re say, as Flew surely nÍ.rst on hÍs analysís¡ ËhaË in this ínsËance Ëhe uLËr-

rance rrGod exisËs,, !g cogniËively meaningful, whereas when uËtered by the

ËheisË ít ís not,? Surely in both cases the uËterance is either cogniËively

meaningful or it is not, although accordíng Ëo Flew íËs meaningfulnnss

would change as Lhe posiËion adopted by íËs speaker changed. Flewts error

here seems to be ín confusing the accqpLâbilíËv of dísconfirming evidence

wíth the ?cceptance of such evídence by the LheísË (to be more precise, the

ry such evíd"ttc.)

The issue between the theist and Ëhe atheisL is an epistenrologícal

one, ví2. ¡ given the presenË evidence, wtrích view is reasonable and which

is not.? If Ëhe ËheisË or Ëhe aËheisË refuses Ëo accept the reasonable view

then all rÁre can do is find analogous sÍtuaËions in lvhÍch he would consider

a posíËíon such as hís Èo be irraËional. If he still refuses to change

hís stand, claiming that Ëhis is a special case, then there is noËhing more

that we can do. But Lo reÍterate, ¿he stand Ëaken by the Ëheist, atheist,

oï agnostic with regard Ëo the falsifiabílity of relifious utÈerances is

completely irrelevant to the quest,ion of their cogniËiviLy.

Havíng examined the argument,s of two recent criËics of the cogni-

ËÍvíth of religious utterances, and having shown their arguments Ëo be

inconclusive, r^re can noür return Ëo Lhe problem of evíl relatively free

from the fear thaË Flew or Wísdom has dernonstraËed Ëhat we are concerning

ourselves with a meanÍngless problem.

f :i.. :, :-



CHAETER IV

SOME PROPOSED SOLUTIONS TO THE PROBLEM OF EVIL

The problem of evil, qua problem, arÍses in the following way: From

premises which seem to be true, one can valídly infer that God is not omni-

potent, or not omniscient, or not perfectly good, or not responsible for what

happens in the world. That is, most theologians accepË the existence of

evil as constítuting príma facie evidence against the existence of God.

They also accept Ëhe premise that evíl exists in the world. From the truth

of these two premíses one can validly conclude that God, as defined earLLex,

does not exist. These t,heists, whíle agreeing that. the existence of evil is

prima facie evidence agaínst the existence of God, nevertheless maintain

t.hat the existence of evil is not act,uallJ evidence agaínst his existence.

Their attempts to show that the exisËence of evil is not actually evidence

against Ëhe existence of God may be charactetízed as beíng attempts to provide

morally sufficient reasons for the existence of evil. I now propose to exa-

míne a number of these putaËive solutions.

I. I?EVIL IS MERELY THE PRIVATION OF GOOD''

This put.atíve solut.ion has been alternatively expressed in the claíms

that evil exists only through negation or thaË evil is not positive in

nature. It has been held by such notable t,hÍnkers as St. Thomas Aquinas¡

SË. Augustine¡ and Maimonides.

It rnight be suggested that referring Ëo all evil as "privat.ion'r in-

creases the number of evils in the world, rather than solving the problem of

the existence of evil. That is, ít might be contended that all cont.ingenE
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things possess some privation or other, and that each of these privations is,

therefore, an evil. In this \^ray, one could conclude thaL a stonets inability

Èo see would be an evil as would be its inability to swÍm, eat, drink, thÍnk,

etc. This criËicism rests, unfortunately, on a confusion of the meaning of

the phrase nlack ofttr and the intended technícal sense of the phrase 'tprí-

vaËíon of'r employed in thís attempted solution to the problem of evil. In

calling evíl a "privaËionrt neither Aquinas, Augustine, or Maimonides mean

by thís word what ís normally meant by the phrase trlack of". The lack of

a particular property in a thing does not Ínply Ëhat this property ever exis-

ted or r¡/as possessed by ËhaÈ thing. The prívation of a particular pro-

perty, however, does ímply Ëhat this property \^Ias, aË one tíme or another,

present in that thing. Thus it not, suggested ËhaL mants inability to fly

is an evil. God has noË given man the ability to fly, and so it is not an

evil that the latter cannot do so. Evil, therefore, is to be regarded as a

privaËion of a parcicular property, xather than the mere lack of it. It

ís the corruption of a God-given ProPert.y, and where Lhe God-given pro-

perty was iniËially absent, evil cannot occur. That ís1 evil is regarded

as disorder, and where no original order exisËed, evil cannot exist.

From this distinction between the phrases r'lack of tt and rrprivation of It

the argument proceeds to show that God cannot be held dÍrectly responsible

for the exisLence of evil. The argument proceeds as follows:

(1) God created all things.
(2) All things that exísË, considered only in so far as they

exísÈ, are good.
(3) Evil is Ëhe Privation of good.
(4) Therefore, God did not create, and so is not directly

responsible for, the exisËence of evil.

One could attack this "solutionrt in a number of ways, especially by
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questioning the Ëruth (or should I say meaningfulness) of the second premíse.

For example, the traditíona1 disËinction between inst,rumental and intrin-

sic good would seem to cast doubt on ít,s plausibility. ThaË is, ít has

been maintained that such thíngs as money and gold are worthless in them-

selves. Their value, supposedly, is derived from Ëhe fact that they enable

one to acquíre other Ëhings, e.8., pleasure and knowledge, which are valua-

ble or good in t,hemselves. Bearing this distinction in mínd, and noting

Ëhat, each of the above intrinsic goods in necessarily connected with the

existence of sentient beings, what sense does it make to say thaË anything

whatsoever, considered only in so far as ÍË exist,sl is good?

One particular criticism of this rrsolutionrr to the problem of evil

seems to be decisive in weakening the force of its conclusion. IË purport,s

to show that we can grant Ëhe truth of the conclusion of Ëhe above argument

and sti1l mainËain that the original problem remains unsolved. Consíder

this rejoinder: The notÍon of disorder, i.e., evil, implies original order.

Hence, if dísorder is inËroduced where there was order oríginally, there

must be a cause for this particular change in an exist.ing staËe of affairs.

That is, there rmrst be a cause of the disorder, a cause of the evil. Theists

would agree thaË, even if God did not create evil, he did create the

efficie.nt causes of evil. And íf Èhís is so1 then it ís appropriate to

assign blame Ëo God for the existence of evil; for even if God created

only what was good, and so is not directly responsíble for the existence

of evilrit', musË nonetheless be admitted that he did create, and is Ëhere-

fore directly responsible for, the exist,ence of those thíngs which are the

efficient causes of evil. For example, God must be held directly responsible

for the existence of an earthquake which, even if it, is good only in so fa.r âs
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ít exists, nevertheless causes thousands of deaths. Granting this respon-

sibílíty, r¡re may now ask the following questions: 'ft{hy then does (did) God

not remove these efficient causes of evil, and, in so doing, remove evil?'t

and t{ühy did he create those things which he kners would cause evil in the

çe¡l¿J 1161 The obvious appropriaËeness of these quest,ions shows thaË this

'rsolutionl' tt effective only in taking the theist from Ëhe frying pan to

the fire, i.e., iË restates, rather than resolvesr the problem of evil.

II. EV]I-.THE HUMAN POI}{I OF VIEIil?

Although there are many species of this solution, they all have one

thing in conrnon, vLz., they claim that the problem of evíl disappears or is

resolved when the imperfections and lirniËations of man are considered. In

this section I wÍll examine two such claims and point out, in each case,

why I believe them to be fallacious solutions. Following thi-s will be a brief

section ín which I propose to show that any put,at,ive solution of this type

is inevitably doomed to fail.

A. I'EVIL IS AN ILLUSIONI'

Although Ëhis solution does not presenËly enjoy a wíde acceptance,

it is sËi11 held by contemporary Christian Science. IË has been alternatively

expressed in the claims Ëhat evil is unreal or that, evil is simply an error

of human judgement. Unfortunately, there is an ambiguity in these sLatements,

i.e., this putaLive solution admíts of tr^ro possible, though not egually plau-

61 Obniously, the Ëheist cannot reply t.o these quest,ions by claiming
that God is or r^ras noL omnipoËent or omniscient.
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síble, inËerpreËatÍons. First¡ iË may be taken as asserting that one of the

purported necessary conditions for the exisLence of evíl, vLz.7 pain and/or

Lhe deprivation of happiness¡ denoËes a null class. Secondly, it may be in-

Ëerpreted as asserting that whíle pain and/or the deprivation of happiness ís

real, üre are místaken in calling such things evils, i.ê.e some defect in our

cogniËion has led us Ëo mistakenly regard these thíngs as evils.

The obvious reply to the latÈer inËerpreLation ís Ëhis: íf mants

regardíng paín andlor Ëhe deprivation of happiness as evils is simply an error

of human judgemenË, then error or illusion are themselves evils. This rejoin-

der can be made more explicit in terms of our original formulation of the pro-

blem of evil qua problem. ThaL is, r^re can ask any proponenË of this rrsolutíontt:

tryould you expect a being who was omnípoËent, omniscíenË, and perfectly good

to populate a world (for which he was responsible) wiLh Íllusions and errors

of judgement, rather than with verdical experiences?tt $!g fae'í"et the ans-

wer would appear to be trNorr. therefore, rather than offering ítself as an

adéquate soluËion Èo the problem of evi1, thÍs puËaËive solution merely re-

states the probLem in terms of the problem of illusíon. C.J. Ducasse formu-

IaËes this rejoinder in a clear and concise manner¡

Hence what thís purported refufaËion of the exis-
tence of eviL really does is only to mention one
partícular kind of evil--namely, illusionr error,
delusion, false belief--and tg asserË thaË all
evil is of this specíal kind.62

Turning nor^r Ëo both the first and second interpretations of thís

putaÈive soluÈion, it ís quiËe obvious that each interpretaËíon is compleËeLy

inconsisËent \,rit,h Ëhe unmitigated realism of the Bible. Regarding the f irst

62 Ducassêr -9P.. É., p. 362.
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interpretation, numerous passages in Ëhe Bible obviously contradict the claÍm

that pain and/or the deprivation of happiness denote a nu11 class. Nowhere

is there an atËempt Ëo regard suffering as an illusion or in any tlTay unreal.

fn fact, the Bíble ceaselessly records inumerable Ínstances of human pain and

sorror¡r. The Book of Job serves as an excellent example of this point. Here

the Bible records that, due to the hand of Satan, Jobts servants were killedt

his sheep burned, hís camels stolen, his sonls and daughters killedr and

his body covered with painful boils. There is little doubt that each of

these incÍdenEs was real, both ro Job who experienced them and to Satan who

effected them. Jobts own words axe íllustrative of thís poinC:

He teareth me in his wrath, who hateth me:
He gnasheth upon me with his teeth; mine
enemy sharpeneth his eyes upon me. They
have gaped upon me with Èheir mouth; they
have smitten me upon the cheek reproach-
fully; they have gathered Ëhemselves against
me. God hath delivered me Ëo the ungodly,
and turned me over inËo the hands of the
wicked. I was at, ease, buË he hath bro-
ken me asunder: he hath also taken me by
my neck, and shaken me t.o pieces, and set
me up for his mark. Hís archers compass
me round about, he cleaveth my reins asunder,
and doth not spare; he poureth out my gall
upon the ground. He breaketh me with breach
;;on tt".ãt,, he runneth upon me like a giant.63

Furthermore, (in reply to Ëhe second interpretation), the Bible refers

explicitly to the positive experiences of Job as trevilstr' trNow when Jobts

three friends heard of all Ëhis evil that vras come upon him, they came every

one from his own place....tt In fact, the hístory of evil in the world (accor-

díng t.o the Bible) is clirnaxed by the crucifixion of Christ, and there ís

líttle doubr that all Christians would not regard this evenË2 and the suffer-

63 .iob 16: 9-13.
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ing it involved, as illusory or unreal. And so, "there is little doubt then

ËhaË for biblícal faieh, evil is unambigiously evil, and stands in dírect opPo-

s ic ion to God r 5 qi!| . 1164

B. 'GOD'S GOODNESS DIFFERS FROM H1JMAN GOODNESS'I

For as the heavens are higher than the earth, so are
my ways higher than.your ways, and my thoughËs higher
than your thoughts. oJ

Certainly the most controversial, at least ín terms of interpreËaËion,

of the attributes of God is his divine or perfect, goodness. The problem

here ís that there seems to be no substantíal agreement as to whether Godrs

goodness differs in kind or merely in degree from human goodness. Most

theologians accept the view thaË Godrs omnipotence and omniscíence differ

only ín degree from human capabilitíes of power and knowledge. Regarding his

goodness, however, Ëhere is no such agreement. And, although there seems to

be lit.tle difficulty in interpreting the staÈement ttcodts goodness differs in

degree from human goodnes srt 66 further complícatíons arise when ure come Ëo

consíder the possible interpreËations of the statement ttGodts goodness differs

ín kind from human goodnessrt. For example, this sËatement may be taken as

implying Ëhat Godts sËandards of goodness differ from human standards of good-

ness. A second possible interpretation is this: when we say'rGod is goodtr we

mean something entirely different from what we mean when we say trhuman beings

64 Hick, gp. cit., P. 40.

65 r"r"i"h 55-9.

66 l,l:-tt , f.ox example, insists
whích corresponds in quality, though

that Godls goodness must be an attribute
not in degree, wiËh human goodness '
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are goodtr. In this section, however, \^re will be concerned only with the

former Ínterpretation, t,he one subscribed to by A.E. laylorr H.L. Mansel,

F.H. Bradley, and possibly Spinoza. These indíviduals talk of a divine or

super moral sphere and maíntain--as a morally sufficíent reason for the exis-

tence of evil--that whaË seenìs to us good may not be good in Godls eyes, and

vrhat seems to us evíl may not be evi1.67

Thís interpretation of Godls goodness does not automatically rule out

the possibility of our continuing to call þip ttgeedtt. However, an imPortant

mystery still remains, ví2.1 what is it that God regards as good, what sorts

of acts does he consider to be morally permissible? This putative solution

provides no ansr^rer t.o these questions; in fact, it seems to take refuge in

our inability to ansT¡rer them. BuË, íf it is in this respect that Godls good-

ness differs from human goodness, then in saying his sËandards of right and

virong differ in kind from ours, arenrt we really saying "they are I^/e know not

what'r? And if this is so, then as C.L. Lewis poinËs out, rran utterly unknown

quality in God cannot give us moral grounds for lovÍng or obeyíng hiprr.68

That ís¡ if we are not sure that God feels about evil as we do, why should

we trouble ourselves to worship him? If hís sËandards of right and \^Irong are

of a Lotally dífferenË quality from those which r¡Ie resPect and praise, then

how can we be cert.ain that, he is a proper object of veneration?

67 thi" solution is simiLax Eo, íf
However, as the emphasis here, as opposed
standards of ríght and wrong (and nol our
will receive indívidual treatmenË.

p. L25,

6B c.l. Lewis, The Problem of Pain

not identical with, solution IA.
Ëo the latter solution, is on Godls
faulty cogniÈion), this solution

(London: The Centenary Press, 1940)t



H.D. Aíken, by a somewhat similar

the theist to admit that Godts goodness

ness:

Every moral person is liable to moral praise and
blame. In fact, anyone to whom moral responsibilíty
ís claimed is ipso facto subject, to moral praise and
blame as a ttgoodrt or rrbadtt person, since such praise
or blame is equivalent to the assertion thaË he has
fulfilled or failed in his responsibiliries as a per-
son. Anyone who acquit,s himself of his moral respon-
sibility thereby deserves to be praised as a good per-
son, and anyone. who fails to do so deserves Ëo be
censured as a bad person. Should it be argued that a
certain person is not, in princíple, subject to moral
criËicism, this would amount, to saying that he cannot
be charged wíEh moral responsibilities. By Èhe same
token, to remove the individual altogether from the
sphere of possible moral reprobation is so far t.o
cease to regard hiln_ as a moral agent and hence as a
moral personaliLy.69

Aiken appears to be suggesting that those who talk of a super or divine

moral sphere and maintaín, therefore, that Godts goodness differs in kind from

ours and that he is therefore exempt, from moral blame for perrnitting the exis-

tence of evil are, by the same Loken, exempting God from any possíble moral

praise. Henceo the conclusion that would seem to follow from Aikents argu-

menË is that if God ís to be considered an adequaËe object of worship, then

it cannot be contended thaË his goodness differs in kind, rather than in de-

gree, from human goodness.

C.L. Lewis, nevertheless, maintains Lhat Èhe morally sufficienË reason

for the existence of evil is related to the notion of Godls goodness. He con-

tends that the escape from the problem of evÍl líes in observing what happens,

in human relations, when a man of inferior Íþral standards enters the society

s4

line of reasoning, attempts to force

differs only in degree from human good-

69 ll.D. Aiken, Reason and Conduct, (New York: Knopf, L962), p. 183'
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of t,hose who are betËer and wíser than he and gradually learns to accePt

theír standards.T0 Lewis admit,s thaË Godrs idea of goodness differs from

ours; neverËheless, he reassures us thaË we need have no fear that Godls

moral standards constituËe a complete reversal of ours. IIe maintains that

rtonce the relevant dífferences beËween the divine ethics and ours aPpears to

us, r¡re will not, in fact, be in any doubt that the change demanded of us is

in the direction we already call tþs¿¿s¡trr.70

Lewis is cert.ainly noL clear as to whether these rrrelevant differen-

cestt are differences in degree or in kind. If they are differences in kind,

then Lewist solution to the problem of evil is not an adequaÈe one for, as

he himself admíts, unknown qualities in God can never demand praise or I^Ior-

ship. Hence, if this is Lewist position regarding Godts goodness, then he

must admit that it is solely on grounds of faíth, raËher than reason, Ëhat

he rtknowstt Ëhat Ëhese relevant differences are in the direction we would call

rrbeËterrt. Suppose, however, ÈhaË Lewis is contending Ëhat Godls goodness dif-

fers only in degree from human goodness. If this be the case) then it is still

diffícult to see how Lewis has provided a morally sufficient. reason for the

existence of evil. If we would noË excuse a morLal being for causing pain

(unless, of course, there r¡ras a morally sufficient reason for his actÍon),

then it is equally, if not more, diffÍcult to understand why we would excuse

a being whose goodness differed from ours merely in degree for allowing evil

to exist in the world. Hence, Lewis is still left searching for a morally

70 I suggest þþ¡s, only as a possibility, that Lewis is confusing Èhe

not,ions of a moral code and a moral standard. Surely, it is still a moot

poínt as to whether or not different societies accept differenL moral stan-
äards (though, no doubt, they do have different moral codes).

7l rui¿. , p. 27.
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sufficient reason for Godls acLions.

As we have said before, each of these atËempËed soluËions claíms to

solve the problem of evil by pointing ouË the imperfections and limiÈa- 
i:r::jì

Ëions of man and conËrasting them with Godts perfect attríbutes, e.g., hís

superior judgment, and his superíor moral character. Although we are not told

in exacËly what way Godts at,tributes differ from ours, r^re are, nevertheless,

reassured that, we would consider them as beíng superior Èo oursr In effect, 
'ttr-,:'.1 i' ;,'

then, each of these puËatíve solutions to the problem of evíl maint,ains ËhaL 
:j:

l:Ij::l

Èhe resolutíon of the problem lies in a recognition of the mysËerious Ì^rays i::i'rr';'

of God, Í.e,., the characteristic of beÍng wholly-other supposedly provides

a soluÈion to the problem.
I

I have shown, I belíeve, why each of these puËaËive soLutions fails to 
l

l

provide an adequate answer for the exísËence of evil in the world. YeË,

there is a more general crÍt,icism of Ëhem whích entaíls thaË any put,ative solu-

tion of this type ís also doomed to fail. 
ì

Rather than providing an acceptable solution Lo the problem of evil,

any aLtempted solution whích points to Lhe human point of víew merely re-

emphasizes Ëhe facÈ LhaL evil is a problem for the theist. That is, one does .tt.
l, l t",

no¡ account for the existence of evil by claimíng Èhat ttmany.and mysËerious 
'-r:1,:,

are Ëhe ways of Godtti íË is precisely because Godrs \4rays regarding the exis-

t,ence of evil are so mysterious ËhaË evil presents itself as a problem to the

ËheisË. Hence, the problem of evil originaËes in, rather than is soLved by, i::::-'
ia :: ! 1'::

Ëhe mysterious workÍngs of God.

To say that evíl is a -þroblem only from the human poinË of view is in

no vray to resolve Ëhe issue. It is in no way reassuring to be told that Ëhere

ís no problem from Godls point of view. The problem of evíl is a problem only 
r,:,,,.
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from the human point of view and, therefore, must be resolved from the human

poínt of view. Any suffering person who is told that God, in his superior

intelligence, does not see evil as a problem, could quite appropriately ask

why God did not creaËe man so that he too could share Godts point of view

regarding the presence of evil. As F.R. Tennant poínts out: if no evil

would confront timeless vision, i.e., if we saw sub specÍe

then it is an evil that we do see sub s,pecie Ëemporis. Hence, given the

fact that we do see sub specie temporis, the only meaningful solut,ion to the

problem of evil must be one from the human point of view.

III. IIEVIL IS A NECESSARY COUMERPART OF GOODI'

In order Èo elucidat,e the claim that good cannot exist wiËhout evil,

an analogy of colour is often used. IË is argued that just as redness can

exÍst only if non-redness also exists, so good can occur only íf evil also

exists. Because Ëhis claim is made in the form of an analogy Ëhree quesLions

are pertinenL Ëo its adequacy as a solution. First, ttls the analogy a strong

one?'t secondly, t'rs the underlying principle of the analogy a sound one?rr

And thirdlyr "Has the theist examined all the consequences of this analogy?rr

A.

It appears to me that there are several possible relevant dissimila-

rit,ies in this analogy. First,, ?'redtt and rfnon-redil are descript,ive terms,

whereas rrgoodrr and ttevilrr are normalive terms. Hence, iË ís prima fagie

doubtful whether any conclusions drawn from the example of colours would also

be applicable to the normative terms. The theisË must show, and there is no

evidence that he has done so, thaË this dissÍmilaríty is not, in fact, a

aeternitatis,
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relevant one. Secondly, ít musL be shown thaË trgoodtt and rrevilrt stand for

logically opposite properËies as it ís claimed that rrred?r andrtnon-redttdo.

H.J. McCloskey claims that the former are not' in fact,, logically opposite:

Can iL seriously be maintained that if an indi-
vidual were born crippled and deformed and never
in his life experienced pleasure, that he could
never experience pain, not even if he r^Iere seve-
rely injured? It is true that iË might not' be
disÈínguished by a special name and called rpainr,
but the state l^¡e nol^I describe as painful would non-
theless be possible in the total absence of plea-
sure. So too the converse would apply.72

B.

J.L. Mackie, focusing on the oÈher half of the analogy, attempËs Eo

show that Ëhe principle underlying the entire analogy is simply místaken:

There is sÈill doubt of the correctness of the
meËaphysical principle that a quality musË have
an opposite: I suggest Ëhat iË is not really
impossible thaL everything should be, say redo
Èhat the truth is merely that if everything
were red we should not notice redness, and so
we should have no word lredl; we observe and
give names to qualities only if they have oppo-
s ites . 73

Although I believe that Mackiers contention is correct, it is not difficult to

ímagine any r,heisr replying to it by stíghtly modifying his meËaphysical prin-

ciple. He could grant Mackiefs claim thaË good or red could exist per se in

any world. However, he would quickly point out Ëhat such a state of affairs

would nor likely be considered the best of all possible worlds due to the fact

72 Mccloskey, op. cit., pp. 67-68. McCloskey is here assuming Èhat
pain is a necessaty "otaifion for the existence of physical evil, a conten-
tion thaË we argued for earlier.

73 Mackie, g!.. ci!.r PP. 5L-52'
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that we would not be aware of goodness in Mackiels hypothetical world, just

as r^re would not noËice redness in any world where non-redness did not exisË.

Hence, the theisl would maínt,ain that a better world would surely be one in

which there was some contrast wiÊh good, vi-z., evil.

C.

Although the proponent of this solution, by a slíght modification of

the principle underlying Ëhe analogy, appears to have found an adequate reply

to Èhe criticisms of Mackie and McCloskey he has, nevertheless, commitËed him-

self to some undesirable implications of his position. Granted that the ana-

logy is a good one, i.e., some counterpart to good is necessary in this world,

he is now forced to admit ËhaË a neT¡r problem of evil exists, vLz., the problem

of surd or excess evil. That is, \^re can admit Ëhat just as some non-red is

necessary Ëo contrast red in order ËhaË we be aware of the latter, so some

evil is necessary ín order to facilitaÈe arnrareness of rhe good in the world.

However, just as a speck of non-red will serve to contrasE red, so a "speck

of evilrr ís all that is needed Lo contrasË the good in the universe. Hence,

the theist is st,ill faced wiËh a problem of evil in that, he must, now find a

morally sufficient reason for the existence of all evil over and above the

speck needed for contrast.

D.

Originally, the theisËrs underlying metaphysical principle in this

put.ative solution was that frevery quality must have a real oppositett. The

criticisms of Mackie and McCloskey appear to force the theist Ëo refornn:Iate

thís. A sounder princíple, I maintain, is Ëhat tta quality nrust have a real
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opposite in order that T¡re be aware of that quality't. Grant,ing the theisL

this ner^r principle, it would appear that he has found a morally sufficient

reason for the exisËence of aË least some evil in the universe. YeË this

is a concession that r¡re need not make to the theisL: we can imagine a world

in whích there is no evil and yet we are still aware of the existence of good.

To expand this point, let us reLurn to the theístts analogy of colour. Here

it ís claimed thaË we would not notice the presence of red if some non-red

things did not exisË. This assertion, I maintain, is inconsistent rrith

psychological fact. Psychologists te11 us LhaÈ we can distinguish any Par-

ticular colour in three different *"y",74

i) bríghtness--as Lhe physical intensity, i.e.¡ the amount
of physical energy present in the light, increases the patch
of light appears brighter.

íi) hue--as Lhe wavelengËh of the patch is varied, Ëhe hue of the
patch changes from red, through oranger yellow, greenr blue,
and indigo to violet.

iíi) saËuration--if a single wavelengËh of light is used, the
hue appears strong and saturated. As other wavelengths are
added, it will become diluted, grayer, and less saturated.

Consider novr a world in which everything was red. The distinctions

of brightness, hue, and saLuration would allow us to have the word rrredtt in

our language because v/e would be able to notice red in three different Iilays.

Analogously, I maíntain Ëhat iL is possible for everything Ín the world to be

good and yet \^re be aware of the existence of good. Just as Ëhere are diffe-

rent types of red, there are dÍfferent goods; pleasure is often said to be a

goodrknowledge is often considered to be a good, etc. Therefore, if there

are different species of good, then it is possible for there Ëo be a universe

74 ¡uliatt E. Hochberg, PercePÈíon
Prentice Ha1L, 1964), P. 60.

(Englewood Cliffs, New JerseY:
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completely devoid of evil in which these different goods vlere nonetheless

recognizable. And even if we grant the theist Lhat aT^rareness of evil is

necessary for awareness of good, an all-powerful God could have upset contin-

gencies concerning how r¡re come Ëo be aT¡rare of things, guaranteeing Èhat we

have (innately) the concept of evil and are aware of good in this world.

Therefore, we need not grant the theist his claim that the existence of evil

is a necessary counterpart of the exisËence of good; and if this is so, then

the theist ís once again forced to provide a morally sufficient reason for

Godts allowing any evil whatsoever to exisË in the universe.



CHAPTER V

THE FREE-I,JILL THEODICY

Perhaps the most important and mosL convincing of the many proposed

solutions to the problem of moral evil is t?Ëhe free-v¡i11 defencetr--the claim

ÈhaÈ moral evil is necessary given t.he facË thaË God has chosen to endow

man wit,h free-will. The following account of this defence is Ëaken from

t.hose versions of the free-wi11 solution presenËed by John JamesrT5 Arrt,orry

Flewr 76 Nirriatt Smartr TT U.l. McCloskeyrTB and J.L. Mackíe.79

I. TINVEILTNG THE ARGIJMENT

The argumenË runs as follows. First, reference is made to Godls omni-

potence, and here it is conceded that even God cannoË do what is logically

impossible, í.e.,

If you make up a self-contradictory, a nonsense,' sentence it wonrt miraculously become sense just
because you have put the rrrord t'Godtt as its sub3ect.8o

Secondly, ít is further conceded that an omnipotent, omniscient, perfectly

good being would if possible, i.e., íf logically possible, create a universe

75 Jamesr op. cit., chapter TV.

76 Arrtorry Flew, trDivine Omnipotence and Human Freedomrr, in
Maclntyre, eds.r op. cit., pp. 144-46.

77 Ninian SmarL, Philoåophers and Religious Truth
Press Lt,d., L964), p. L7L.

7B Mccloskey, op. ciË., p. 78.

79 Mackíer op. cit., p. 55.

80 Fl"r, gp. cit., p. L45.

(London:

Flew and

S . C.M.
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in whích men would always as a matter of facË freely choose the good. The third

premise, however, informs us that Ëhe creatíon of such a universe does, in fact

involve a logical impossibility; for in order to guarantee that Ëhe inhavitanËs

of thís uËopia r^rould ah¡ays choose the good, God would have to predeËermine

their actual choices, so as to rule out the possibility of their ever doing

evil. But, it is árgued, along with this predeterminat,íon, there would be a
corresponding loss of freedom of choice. That is to say, the inhabitants of

Lhis hypostatized world would really be auÈomata or machines, always doing

good because they \^/ere constructed in such a r^ray as to be incapable of doing

evil. Given the logical impossibility then of all mants actions being both

morally good and freely done, what ot,her choices of unÍverses are operi to God?

Here it is suggested that the only plausíble alternat,ives open to a perfectly

good, o.mniscient, omnipotent bein1 axez either he could create a universe in

which men have free-will, and this (according Ëo the third premise) implies

the possibility of their doing evíl as well as good, or he could create a uni-

verse populated rnTith rtright,eous automatatr, beings who would always choose the

good because they were predestined to do so. The final premise asserts Ëhat

because the former state of affairs is more desireable than the latter, God

chose t,he former. Conclusíon: Because the exercíse of free-will necessarily

implies the possibility of doing evil, the evil that exists in the universe ís

to be traced to manrs misuse of his free-will, and not to any shortcoming on

the part of God,

The last premise ín this argument is somewhat ambigiousr í.e., it is

not clear on whaL grounds the t.heist rnrants to assert that, a world in which

men exercise their free-will is more desireable Ëhan a world in which men are

innocent automatq acting rightly in a wholly determined way. Is it because

free-will itself is so desireable and valuable so as to outweigh any
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possible evil that might result from its misuse, or is it because free-will

makes possible the existence of certain goods which would otherwise be absen¿

in a determínsËic universe? The answer Lo these questions is certainly not

made explicit; however, both possibilities will be investigated.

The free-will defence is a powerful one and has sat'isfied many theists2

and, until two decades ago, it remained relatÍvely unchallenged' Recen"uly'

however, Antony Flew and J.L. Mackie have contesËed its soundness' I now

propose to examine their arguments against Lhe free-will defence.

IT. FLE\^IIS CHALLENGE OF THE FREE-I'i-ILL DEFENCE

Tn ilDivine Omnipotence and Human Freedomt'8l Arrtotty Flew presents a

statement of the free-will defence which is somewhaË sir¿ilar to the one given

above. He does, however, eiaborate on the final premise of the argumentr suB-

gesting that one move thaË t,he theísË might make is to point out thaË certain

goods, vLz., certain virtues, logically presupPose not only beings with free-

dorn of choice who might possibll' do evil, but' also the

these evils.82 Thus the theist might claim that what Flew calls thetrsecond-

order gcodstrof sympatheLic action ¿rnd feelíng logically could not occur unl-ess

Èhe ttfirsË-order evilsil of suffering and misfortune also existed' And' he

might add, such moral goods as forgiveness PreSuPpoSe the actual existence of

some lower-order evil to be forgivefl, e.g., a second-order moral evil such as

callousness. This would then make forgiveness a third-order good. The Ëheist

would then conclude that, given thaË there are certain goods which logically

81 Flew, 9p. cit.r PP. L44-L69.

82 Alchongh Flew suggesLs this move

will defence, he later devoËes considerable

actual occurence of

as a possible addition to the free-
space Lo assailing it'
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presuppose Ëhe possibility of correlative evils, and others, which logically

presuppose the acLuality of cert,ain evils, it would not make sense to suggest

that God could have chosen to achieve these goods wiËhout both the possibility

and ac,tuality of evil.

Flew then proceeds to mention briefly a number of counter-argumen.ts

to the free-wi11 defence. He admits, though, that, these count,er-attacks do

not have rrthe símple seemingly decisive force of the original dilemrnatrr83 and

can, wíËh sufficient íngenuity, themselves be countered. Therefore, he deci-

des Ëo consider the core of the free-will defence--the claim that there is a

logical contradiction in asserting that God could have created a world inha-

bited by people who always as a matËer of fact freely choose the good. Flev¡

believes that if he can show that there is no such cont,radiction, then the

free-will defence will have been refuted and the theist will be left facing the

origínal dilenrna of the existence of evil.

A.

The fírst phase of Flewrs counter-attack consists in analysing the

phrases rracting freelytt and t'being free to choosert. He t,akes I ãs ã paradigm

case of acting freely, the marriage of t\nro normal people, where theretris no

question of the parËies "having to get marriedrt, and no parental pressure on

eiËher of them....r'84 Flew emphasizes that to say trX was free to marry Yrtand

'r{l was free to marry Xrt is not, to say that either personls actíons or choices

were uncaused or in principle unpredictable, but, only that X and Y knew the

83

84

Tbid., p. I47.

Ibid., p. 149 .
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alternatives open to them and chose as they did without, being under any exLer-

nal pressure Lo do so. Flew, as a matt,er of facË, regards Ëhe prediction of

a personts actions and choícesr even up to one hundred per cent accuracy, as

being completely irrelevanË Ëo questions concerning his freedom of choice,

rrmuch less a decisive proof of the manifest fact that somet,imes he has com-

plet.e, sometimes rest,ricted, and sometÍmes no freedo*.rr85 Thus Flew cont.ends

that to say a person could have helped doing someËhing is to say that, if

he had chosen Lo do ot,herwise, he would have been able to do so; it is not t,o

say that what he did was not determined by some part,icular cause or was, in

principle, unpredictable.

Flew t,hen anticípates the following criticism: ItSuch uses of the

phrases rtacting freely'r and rrcould have done otherwisert are really tlooset

or I'incorrect!.r! His reply Ëo this charge is to poinË out that these are

rrparadigm cases of what.these phrases actually meantt'!86 th"y are not compound

descriptive expressions rrrhich can and have been given sense independent. ly and

which like "the first man on Marsrt might or might, not have found an applica-

tion. Flew concludes that if his analysis of these phrases is correcL, then

there is no contradiction in sayíng ËhaË a particular action or choice was:

both free and could have been helped; and predictable and explicable in terms

of caused causes. He then adds the following reductio ad absurgum: scientisÈs,

he says, cannoË tell us thaË there is no such thing as acting freely¡ for if

they are correcË, then iË is hard to see what meaning Ëhese expressions have

and how, if at all, they could ever be taught, undersÈood, or correctly

85 tbid., p. 15o

86 r¡i¿.
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The second phase of Flewrs

is no contradicËion in saYÍng that

yeË behaved predictably and/or as

logically possible that God could have creaËed

a matÈer of fact freely choose the right. Andt

tention is correct, then the fourth

the claim that, certain higher-order

ïence of lower-order evils, can also

B.

argumenË is to ínsist that, if Ëhere

of this premise, however, is made r^riËhout reference to his preceding argu-

ments. Fírst, he notes that the scepËic could point out Ëhat not all those

higher-order goods whích 1ogically presuppose (at least the appearance of)

their lower-order evils necessarily require for their display Èhe actual

occurrence of Ëhe evils in question. For example, one could exercise for-

giveness íf one only mistakçqb¡ thought that another had done him harm.

And secondly, Flew points out that such virËues as honesty and kindness are

not necessarily related to any antecedent evils.

someone could have acted freely and

a result of caused causes, then it is
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premise of the free-wil1 defence, viz. t

goods logically presuppose the occur-

be challenged. His initial challenge

people who would always as

says F1ew, if this con-

Flew regards the above objections

major criticism of the fourth premise of

if iÈ is logícally possible for God to have created a world inhabited by

wholly good beings, then such a world is also possible without the exis-

as beíng only minor ones. His

the free-wi11 defence is thís:



Ëence of those evils necessary for the actual exercise of

which cannot be exercised without the actual occurrence of

cally required to call them forth. How is this possible?

Omnipotence could have created creatures T¡Iho

he could have been sure would respond to Èhe

appropriate challenge by a willing exercise
of virtue; wichout these creatures having to
acquire this characËer by any actual exerCise
of fortiË,rde "89

To elaborate on Flewts argument. First, an omniscíent G:od could have fore-

knowledge of how his creatures would respond ín any hypothetical situation.

Secondly, as Flew has already argued, Godts foreknowledge would not endan-

ger Lhe freedom of choice of his cïeatures. Therefore, an omnípot.ent God

could have constructed people with dispositions towards all virtuesr so

that if any particular evíl was present, then such individuals would respond

by manifesting Èhe appropriaËe virtue, í.e., he could have constructed

people who would always as a maËËer of facË freely choose the right. Con-

clusion: given thís knowledge and power, and given the fact. that Ëhe

inhabitants of Flerrts hypostaEized world would be no less virtuous Ëhan

people who inhabited a world where they had to face existent evils, God

should have no reservations about popuLatíng a world with wholly good people

without inËroducing any aetual evil-s to test their virtue. Both groupst

for example, would respond to anotherls injury with kindness (fÉ such a

68

those virtuesSS

the evil logÍ-

B8 Ot course, there need not be any such virtues. God could have
been guaranteed the manifestation of any second-order goodr i.e., any virtue
whích supposedly requires for íts exisËence, the prior existence of some

lower-orãèr evil, simply by seeing Ëo it that we only mistakenly b'elieved
the lower-order evil to exist.

89 r¡i¿.r p.155.
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situation arose in their presence). fn Flewts hypostaËized world, however,

it would simply be the case thaË such situaËions would never arise. Thus

Flew, by appealing to Ëhe principle that to possess a virtue does not nece-

ssarily imply manifesÈing it,, believes that he has shown evil to be unneces-

sary in any world created by an omnipotent, cimniscient, and perfectly bene-

volent God.

III. J.L" M.ACKIE AND rrEvil and Omnips¡gngs"B9

Mackie sets out the free-will defence in the forlowing way. The

problem of evil, he says, is supposedly solved by ascribing evil, not to

God, buL to the independent acËions of human beings who have been endowed

by God with free-wil1. Thus first-order evil (e.g.r pain) is justified as

being a logícally necessary component in second-order good (e.g.¡ sympathy)

while moral or second-order evil (e.g., cruelty) 'rís not juetified, but Ís

so ascribed to human beings thaË God cannot be held responsible for i¡.,'90

one of Ëhe assumpÈions implicit in this proposed solution, says

Mackie, is the thesis LhaË it is bet,ter that men should possess free-will,

and sometimes eîr) than Ëhat Ëhey should he deËermined in their actions and

choices, be Ëhey always morally right.

Freedom, t.hat is to say, is now treated as a Ëhird-order
good, and as being more valuable than second-order goods
(such as sympathy and heroism) would be if they were deter-
ministically produced, and it is being assumed that second-
order evils, such as cruelty, are logically necessary ac-
companiments of freedom, jusË as pain is a logical precondi-
tion of slmpathy.9l

89

90

91

J.L. Mackie, op. ciL., pp. 46-60.

rbíd.

Ibid. , p. 56.

, P. 55.
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Mackie then challenges the assumption that second-order evils) e.9., cruelty,

are logically necessary accompaniments of freedom. His crit,icism is some-

what similar to Flewts.

If Ëhere is no logícal impossibility in a mants
freely choosing the good on one, or on several
accasions, there canrlot be a logical ímpossibi-
lity in his freely choosing the good on every
occasion. God r¡Tas not, Ëhen, faced with a choice
between making innocent auËomat.a and making beings
who, in acting freely, would sometimes go r^irong:
there r¡ras open Ëo him Ëhe obviously better possi-
bility of making beings who would act freely but
always go right. Clearly his failure to avail
himself of this possibility is inconsistent with
his being both omnipoËenË and omnís cient.92

Mackiels criticism of the free-wil1 defence nay be interpreted in

the following way. Consider this pair of propositions:

1) Human beings have free-wi11.
2) Human beings cannot. cor¡rnit moral evíl.

These two propositions are obviously incompatible, for the possession of

free-will entails Èhat a personleqr í.e., is able, to cormrit. moral evil.

Mackie, however, is noË opLing for Èhe compat.ibílit.y of the above propo-

sitions. BuÈ now consider this second pair of propositions.

Here it is not so obvious that, this seË ís an inconsistent one. lüe may

condece that the possession of free-wi11 makes it probable thaË human beings

will commit moral evil, but the ímporËant question is rtDoes free-will entail

thís?". Mackie proposes that it does noto i.e., it is logically possible

3)
4)

Human beings have free-wi11.
Human beings cournit no moral evil.

for God to have creaËed a world populated with free human beings in which

92 r¡i¿.
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no moral evil in facË occurs.

Mackie¡s cont,ention that it is logically possible for God Ëo have

created wholly good people who are free struck me, at least initially, as

being a rather plausible one. And yet, he nowhere offered any evidence in

support. of it. However, in trying t,o aid Mackiels cause by supplying such

evidence myself , I found myself coming to disagree r^riËh him. The following

cormnenLs will, I hope, show how this happened.

Mackiels thesis may be represented as an instanËiation of the more

general thesis (to be referred to hereafter as tThesis A") that, if it is

logically possible that this has characËeristics Y and Z, then iË is logi-

cally possible Ëhat everything has characteristics Y and Z (ilalìcs mine).

Symbolically, Thesis A may be represenËed as follows: P(Ya . Z^)- P (x)

(Y* Z*). Now compare this assert,ion with a second, rather different Ëhesis

(to be referred to hereafter as rrThesis B"): If it is logically possible that

this has characterisLics Y and Z, Ëhen for any thing you might wish to con-

sider, it is logically possible that it has characterist,ics Y and Z. Re-

presenting Thesis B symbolícally: P(Ya . Z)) (x) P(Y* . Z*).

If Mackie wÍshes Ëo claim that, Thesis B is a logical truth, then I

wou.ld agree l¡riÈh him. However, it, seems to me thaL Mackie illegitimately

employs Thesis B as the basís for his contention that Thesís A is also a

logical truth. To elaborate: consider this concrete example of Thesis B.

If it is logically possible thaË Ëhis person is Ëhe only person in this

room, then it folLows that for _33y person you might wish to consider, it

is logically possible that he is the only one in this room. Now suppose

Ëhat we are de¿líng wiËh a universe of discourse containing just. three ín-

díviduals--a, b, and c. Assuming Èhat Thesis B is a logícal truth, and
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conceding ËhaË it is 1ogicalLy possíble that a person is Lhe only person in

Ëhis room, Ëhen ir follows that (L) iË ís logically possíb1e that a is the

only person in Ëhís room and (2) iÈ is logically possible that b is Ëhe only

person in Ëhis room and (3) ít ís logically possÍble that c is the only person

in thís room. RepresenËíng thís symbolically: P(Or) >?(Oa) . p(0¡) . P(oc).

lthaË does not follow from thís initial concession, however, is that ít is pos-

síble for alL three persons t,o be Lhe onLy person in this roomr i.e., thaË iË

is possíble for a, bs and c to be the only person in this room. Symbolícally:

P(Oa) Ér(0.' . O6 . O"). Consideríng each person disËribgËively Ëhen, it is

possible for each Ëo possess Ëhe characteristic of being Ëhe only person in

Ëhís room. But, íË is not possíble for Ëhese three personsn considered col-

lecÈÍvely, to simultaneously share Ëhe characteristic of beíng the onLy per-

son in Ëhís room

Mackier Ëhen, ís aË, mosË justifíed in claiming thaË gíven Ëhe possi-

biLit.y of one freely done, morally good action, then iL follorrrs t,hat for any

action you míght wísh Lo consider the indívídual concerned chose freely and

did what was morally good. But to reíteraLe, he cannot justifiably elaim that

given the possibiLíty of one freely done, moralLy good action, then iË folloürs

ËhaÈ iË ís logicalLy possible for all acËions Lo possess Ëhese two characËeris-

Ëícs. ,SymboIically:

(1) þ(Fa . ca)-(x) P(Fx . Gx)
(1i) F(Fa . G;):=P(Fy . dy) . P(Fz. Gr). P(Fs . G")

(2) P(Fa . cù#?[(x) (F¡ cx)J
izi> p(rã . c"iÉpt(Fy :c'y) ..(Fz. "q). 

(Fs . cs)l

To anticipaËe Èhe following rejoinder by Mackie:

Your counÈerexample is radíca1ly dífferent than
the case I was consídering. You have Èraded on a

., :.i ¿,i.

!:-.. :.;ii:. r::ii...:ir. iìi.al
i:r:ì:ai:,.iì:irr:¡ìi-1.--r..i,lî

:. i!:|jr: ,
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characterisËic unique to singular Ëerms, viz.2
purporting to refer to exactly one individual.
You make use of this unusual characteristíc to
rule out the possibility of the expression (rr¡1t"
only one in this roomtt) used in your counter-
example referring to more than one person at one
tÍme. My argument, however, makes no use of sin-
gular terms; in fact, the case I \^Ias considering
revolves around Ërn/o expressions, víz.e itfreely
donerr and t'irÍorally good'r, which are obviously not
singular terms. Your counËerexample, therefore,
is irrelevant t,o the soundness of my thesis.

this possible line of attack will not save Mackie. Once again, con-

sider Ëhe core of his trargumenLtr.

If there ís no logical impossibílity in a manrs
freely choosing the good on one or on several
occasions, there cannot be any logical impos-
sibility in his freely choosing^Ëhe good on
every occasion. (italics mine)vJ

If the word rrcannottt in the above quotation is intended by Mackie to suggest

logÍcal enËailment, Ëhen it is certainly a moot point as to wheÈher his Ëhe-

sÍs is a logícal truth. !ühy is this so? One reason is that we have shown

that the general thesis, viz., Thesis A, of which Mackiets ís an instantia-

tíon, is definitely noÈ a logical truth. In f.act, it is unnecessary to inËer-

pret Mackie as employing the logical use of rtcannottt; for by providing a

counterexample to Thesis A, we have shown it to þe not only logically falset

but also materially false. MackÍe, then, must demonsËrate that, given the

particular predicates 'rfreely donett and rtmorally good'r, his proposal regard-

ing their universal compativility becomes a special case of Thesis Ar and so

is not affected by the counterexample. BuË, the reader wíll note, Mackie

musË argue for Ëhís positíon; he cannot simply affirm it.

93 r¡i¿.



Ninian Smart, for reasons different than those expressed above, fínds

the thesis that God could have created men wholly good to be intuítively

unconvincing. He proposes to examine the arguments of Flew and Mackie to un-

cover the root.s of his intuitive suspicion.

IV. NINIAN SMART AND t'Omnipotence, Evíl and Supermenrr94

Smart begins by distinguishing two distinct assertions within Flew and

Mackiets arguments against the free-wiIl defence. The first he entitles ttthe

Compativílity Thesis"1 i.e., the argument that casuaI determinism (i.e., the

claim that all human actíons are the results of prior causes) is compatible

with free-wi11. The second assertíon, which SmarË labels the ttUtopia Thesisn,

is the thesis that God could have created men wholly good. This second asser-

tion, says Smart,, is Ëhe basis of the inference that God cannot be both omni-

potent and perfectly good, since men are not in fact wholly good.

In his discussion, Smart intends to concentrate solely on the Utopia

Thesis and, assumíng the soundness of Ëhe Compatibility Thesis, he hopes to

show that Ëhe former does not follow from the latter. Briefly, his argument

is as follows. By means of 'ra piece of anthropological ¡i.¡iont'95 h. Eri."

to show that the concept ttgeodrr, which he believes is necessarily tied with

oËher concepts such as tttemptaËiontt, rrcouragett, trgenerositytt, etc., is in-

applicable to men who are builË wholly good. First, he considers a universe

like ours except thaË its inhabitants are supposedly wholly good. Here he

tries to show that iÈ
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94 Ninian SmarË, rtOmnipoËence, EvÍl and Supermenft, in Píke, ed.r -c!..cit., p,103-112

e5 rbid., p. ro3.



Secondly, his fiction Ëakes him to a consideration of the possibility of

utopian universes quite unlike ours, and here he aËt,empts to prove that t,here

are even stronger reasoris for saying that these things are unclear. He con-

cludes that there is no assÍgnable conËent to the thesis that God could have

created men wholly good, and so it becomes unclear that, such a universe would

be superior to ours.

I

SmarË points out ËhaÈ ansr¡rers to the quest,iontrt'lhy do you say that

he is a good man?rr come ín the form of particular reasons such as rrHe was

heroic ín resisting tempËationtt, or ttHe r^ras courageous on the face of dif-

ficulties,tr or rrHe was generous to his frÍendst', etc.97 Therefore, he con-

cludes, the concept good normally connect,s with concepts such as generositJ:

courage, etc. SmarË Ëhen proceeds to give a more deËailed analysis of these

latËer concepts, begínning with Ëgmptation.

0n the ground that, ËempËaËions have been empirically discovered to

affect conduct,, Smart, maintains that it is relevant to consider them when

appraising characLer. And, he addsr unless \^re tnlere constructed in a parti-

cular way, there would be no temptations for us to resist, or succumb fo.

This, he says, implies thaË, in order Ëo ensure thaÈ people would be wholly

good, God would have to construct Lhem differently, i.e., so that they were

is unclear whether the rtmenrr in such a universe
are to be called wholly good or even good, and
that it is unclear wheËher they should be called
m"n.96
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96 rbid., p. to6.

97 Th"ru examples are Smartts.
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never tempted or only tempted Ëo a negligible extent. (Smart admiËs the

possibílity of, and later considers, (1) Godrs arranging the universe so Ëhat

through a lucky combination of circumsËances men rnight never sin, and (2)

Godrs frequenË intervenËion to keep men on t.he sLraíght and narro\^/ path.)

Similar remarks, says Smart, aPPly to the concePts or g¡sge and

generosity. Thus t,o be sure thaË people would never display cowardice men

would have to be consËrucËed so ËhaË they never would panic or wÍlt; and to

ensure thaÈ no one would ever place self-interest over generosity Lo others

his psychological and physiological make-up would have to be radically dif-

ferent than we now know it to be. tr'Ihat about cases of generosity not in-

volving sacrifícer e.8., where a person has so much money that it makes no

psychological difference wheËher he gíves avray a certain some or not, but

he does it out of sympaChy? SmarË maintains that Ëhis instance of nonsacri-

ficial generosit.y could be called generosity in that all virtues are dis-

posiÈions, and such an acË extribits a disposition whose basic exercise in-

volves sacrifÍce. NeverËheless, he adds, without occasions for the basic

exercise of this disposíËion it is obscure as Ëo what, could be meant by call-

ing the nonbasic instances of generosity insLances of generosiËy.

Smart concludes Ëhat Ëhe above analysis indicates that the concept

goodness is in facË applied to a particular sort of person, ví2., one who

is liable Ëo be tempted, possesses cerLain inclinations, fearse êEc.e and

that if such individuals T¡rere to be ltimmunized from evilt'Ëhey would have Ëo

be constructed differently. However, to rebuíld them, says Smart, would

entail that the concept goodness (as we now know it) would become unintel-

ligible, simple because the reasons we give for calling a person morally



good or bad are émpírÍcally connected wíth human nature as üre now know iÈ.

trMoral ulterance is embedded in the cosmic status quo."98

II

Ths second stage ín SmarÈrs reply to Flew and Mackie consists in

showing thaÈ the puÈative assertion rGod might have created men wholly goodtt

is without intelligible contenÈ even in the light of the fact that God I^Ias

not. bound by synthetic necessities when creaËing men. He at once admits

that this putaËive assertíon appears to have intelligible content because

we think that we can imagine such a situation, but he inËends to demonstraÈe

its emptiness by performing j.t"t these experiments in the imaginaLion.

Smarr, then anticipaLes the following objection: It is illegitimate

to maintain that if men are, for example, never to panic, then they must

be built'in a certain way since God is not bound b¡¡r causal necessities' This

sort of criticism, Smart replies, misses Ëhe point of his procedure, for his

argument, is based on the following dilemma. EiËher the possibílity that God

might have created men who never do what is morally T¡Irong becomes intelligi-

ble in an imagined universe--in which case Smart maíntains that it is not

at all obvious ËhaL we would call such 'rmentr wholly good, or one refuses to

assign a clear meaúing to this possibility by postulating an unimaginable

alternative universe--in which case iË ís even more doubtful that such a pos-
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sibility has any intelligible content.

Smartrs anthropological fiction is divided into two parts. First,

he considers a possible universe which is governed by physical laws relati-

98 tbid., p. 106.
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vely similar to Èhose found in this universe. He calls Ëhis a Itcosmomor-

phíc universert. Second, he examinesthon-cosmomorphic universestrl i.e., ones

which are radically different from ours. I shall refer to these two possi-

ble universes as ttUtopia 1'r and trUËopia 2rt respectívely.

1ITOPIA 1

SmarËts descriptíon of this utopia follows in line with his earlier

remarks abouË those concepts normally connected with goodness. He begins by

pointing ouf. that in this uníverse, although peoplers objects of interest

might differ, they would be built so that no one would ever be seriously

tempted Ëo steal, cheaË, lie, or harm another. For example, people would be

so built that one and only one \^roman would at.Ëract any one man and conver-

seIy. Regarding property, Smart suggests thaË God might have created man so

that he would arrive in the world with an auËomatic supply of necessities

and comforts, and he might have a built-in mechanism;to ensure that. the pos-

sessions of others \^rere myst,eriously distasteful. And, in response to any

dangers that might confronË him, man would be so equippedg9 thtf he would

never panic, and therefore never be liable to harm others. And so on.

Smart then argues that the usual reasons for calling men good would

not apply to the inhabitants of UËopia 1. Consider, he says, one of these

individuals. llhy would we r¡rant to say thaË he was wholly good? Has he been

courageous? No, for Ëhese creatures feel no f.ear. Has he been generous to

his friends? No, for there is no quesËion of him not being generous. Has

99 Smart admits that
precision, but he Promises

Utopia I is not described with much scientifíc
to say more on Ëhis later.
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he resisted temptat,ions? No, not, really, for in Utopia t,here are no temp-

tations (at least not,hing you could really call temptations). rs he wholly
good because he never harms anyone? No, because it is causally impossible

for him to do so. Then, insists smarË, why calt hím good at all?100 Thus,

with reference to the inhabítant,s of Utopía 1, one cannoË give the usual

reasons for calling people good. And¡ adds Smart, iË witl not do simply to
insist that these beings are good; any.one who makes this claim must reaLize

EhaË |tthe positive moves are up ¡e þi¡nrr.101

The traveller from Jupiter who tells us t,hat unicorns
are to be found there, though queer unicorns for they
possess neitber horns nor feet, leaves us at a justi-
fiable loss.102

Finally, Smart, notes whaË he believes to be Ëhe obvious dífficulry in

properly referring Ëo Lhe inhabitants of Utopia 1 as 'rmenn. He suggesËs

calling Ëhem "saPientsrtl and aË Ëhe same time admits thaË Ëhe theist, must

reply to the question, t'Why did God creat,e men raËher than sapients?rr. He

promises to return t,o this quesËion later.

UTOPIA la

In Utopia 1" everyone r,rould be consistently lucky wiËh regard to vir-
tue and vÍce. Adolph Hitler, for example, would never in fact commit evil.
He might hate all Jews, but his impulses would luckily never overwhelm him.
trühenever he was aË the point of succumbÍng to some temptation, his attent,ion
would be dístracted.

100 Smart seems to overlook Flewls reply to
claims that we could sËill call these individuals
have the righÈ dispositions (c.f., p.68.).

101 rbid., p.109.
102 rbid.

this question, i.e., Flew
good simply because they
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This type of Utopiar says SmarË, is n¡cre líke a dream than a fantasy. Ima-

gine this analogous situation: because it is often the case that the sun does

not shine, let us imagine a world in which it never shines, a world where it

is always overcasË. Smart admits that íË does not appear to be self-conLra-

dictory to asserÈ ttThe sky might always be overcastrr, but, he asks, rtrrlhat

would a cosmomorphic universe have to be lilce for this to happen?" Ob-

viously, causal (meteorological) laws would have to be different from those

in our universe. ReËurning to the analogy, a cosmomorphic universe in which

circumstances always combined in favour of virtue would similarly have to

be set up differently than che universe as we now know it. Hence, Smart con-

cludes, Utopia 1, is either a version of UËopia I or it is na mere dream

masquerading as an alternative uníverse.t'103

UTOPIA 1¡

Thís, the last candidaËe in SmarLls list of cosmomorphic universes,

is characxerizeð. by him as being or,te in which men are wholly virtuous be-

cause of frequenË miraculous int,ervent.ions by God. I,íhat would such a world

be like? SmarË hypostantizes Ëhe following situation. Suppose that in this

ut,opia there is a particular type of action, type A, which is determined

by causal factors C. FurËher suppose Ëhat on some occasions Èype A actions

are morally wrong ones. Now in order Ëo ensure that men refrain from such

actions in these situations God would have to prevent. causal fact,ors C from

having type A effecËs. How might he effect this? SmarÈ inrnediately rules

103 rbid., p. 110.
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ouË the possibilíty of Godrs introducing anot,her empiricíal factor in this

situation, rrfor ex hypothesi the non:occurrence of the type A action is due

t,o miraculous int,ervenËion.¡'104 g" then suggests t,haË in this situat,ion we

either have to count rightness or wrongness as empirical differences in

order to forrmrlaËe a causal law here or hre must admiË that no strict causal

laws of human behaviour could be formulated in this unÍverse. The former

a1Ëernat,ive, says Smart, is 'rbaff ling and unaccept,ablet', while the latter is

not compatible with scepticts original endorsement of deËerminism; and so

Smart concludes that this type of universe will not provide any support for

the Utopia Ëhesis.

UTOPIA 2

Smart nol^7 considers Ëhe possÍbility of a non-cosmomorphic universe.

If such a universe is ut.terly unlike ours, then our corì.cepËÍon of what nmentr

(sapíents) in thís world would be like is necessarily imprecise. And if

thís is so, says Smart, then iL Ís even nìore unclear as to whaË would be

meant, ín calling such beings good, He concludes that we must be completely

agnostic about this type of ttuËopiatr and its possible superÍority to our

own universe. Andr he adds, iË is also unclear as to whether the inhabitants

of UtopÍa I would be superior to ourselves.

III

Smart no\^I returns Èo consider the complaint that. his anthropological

fiction has not been worked out with any scientific expextíze. His reply is

104 16i¿.
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to point out that no one (to his knowledge) with the necessary background ín

physiology, psychology, and biology has worked ouË a coherenË1 plausible

anËhropology and, until someone does this, ít, remains obscure what a deter-
:,,,,.:,.j...:mínisËíc,coSmomorphicutopiawou1damountt'o.ThaËís,t'hedeterminiSËcan

make sense ouË .of the possibility of a cosnþmorphÍc uËopia only if he assumes

that wholly good men have a causal difference from men as r^re noT^r know them, 
:::.:'t:.:

âad so he nnrsÈ imagíne some change in the constituËion of his personaliËy. :i,';:,i
'1.:-

But we have no assurance Ëhat some unspecif ied ,,,.,..,' causal change wouLd leave men more ãGEffian ',',,.:.'
and yeË produce the consequence of compleËe goodness.
Hence the change has to be specifi"¿.I05

IV

Mackie has atËempËed Ëo prove that,, gíven the possÍbility of one

freely done, rnorally good act,ion, there cannot, be any contradicËion ín

asserting the possibility of a uníverse inhabited by r,rholly good men. We

have shown thaË hís conclusion is too strong; he is at most jusËífíed in

claíming t'hat' there might noÈ be such a contradicLion. Smart, on the other

hand, tries Ëo put, the onus of the description of Utopia on the scepËic by

arguing that the latËer must, show ËhaË Ëhere is in facÈ no such contradic-

Ëíon; otherwise t,he noËion of a cosmomorphic or non-cosmomorphic ut.opia is

an empty or meaningless one, and Ëherefore cannot serve as part of an anti-
theisËic argument.

V. FLEI/ü'S REPLY TO SI{ART

- BoËh Flew and Mackie are unwilling to allow SmarËls science fíct,íon

i:: :r1 'ì1.

, ::: _. r.j

105 1616 ., p. !Lz.
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stand as the last word on the free-will defence. Briefly then, let us look

at their rejoínders.

¡1.1106 charges SmarË with conrnítËing an ignorat,io elelchi. He claims

that, Smart misdirecËs his energy in considering the three possible utopias

that he does, andttnever even notices what is surely Ëhe mosË obvious g¿ss.'r107

rThe most obvious caserr, according to Flew, is Ëhe suggesËion which he actual-

ly made in "Divine Omnipotence and Human Freedom'r, viz.rtrthat, omnipotence

might so arrange his creat,ion ËhaË all men in fact, would always freely choose

the right...people who, no maËËer what the temptations, always would choose

the right. . . logically could have been produced. . . . "10B FLew humbly admits

the possibility of considerat,ions which might urged against this thesis, but

since Smart, has failed to offer any, he concludes that there is no case for

him to meet. He does, however, atËempt, to speculaËe on the source of Smartrs

ttgrotesque feat of psychic blindne5s".109

First, Flew turns to Smartfs remarks on miracles. Here he criticizes

Smartls assumptíon that, in any world where resistence to por^rerful tempta-

tions r^ras the rule and not, as it. seems Ëo be in our world, the exception it

must be I'in principle impossible to forrm:lated stríct causal laws of human

behavíour ". 
1 10

106 ¡1¡sny Flew, 'rAre NinÍan SmarËls Tempt,aËions lrrestible?'r, in
Philosophy, Vol.37, No.139 (L962)r pp.58-60.

107 r¡i¿ .t p, 58.

108 p1gç, ttDivine Omnipotence and Human Freedomrr, p. 155.

109 F1ew, 'Are Ninian Smartts Temptations frresistable?rr, p.58.

110 5rn¿¡¿r.9¡.. cit., p. 110.
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This, says Flew is an unr^Tarrented assumption since (1) people in this world

do in fact often overcome enormously powerful temptaËions and (2) smarÈ does

assume the truth of det,erminism. This being sor says Flew, it is not aË

all obvious Ëhat it must be in principle impossible to formulate the required
psychological, physiological, and biological laws.

Flew finds a second clue in SmarËts treatment of ULopia 16. Smart,

as I^Ie have noted earlier, characËeti-zes and criticizes this possible uni-
verse in the following way. Causal facËors C usually give rise to acËions

of empirical type A. In some circumstances these type of acËions are moral-

ly wrong, and so in Ëhese cases c wirl not, have type A effec.ts. How can

we explain this deviaÈion? Smart rules out the possibility of introducing

some addítional empirical f.actot, for ex hypothesi the non-occurrence of
type-A action is due to miraculous intervent,ion. The only remaining alter-
natives, contends SmarË, are to count rightness and wrongness as empÍrical
facÈors or Lo assume Ëhat no causal laws of human behaviour can be formu-

lated here. The latter alËernaLive is incompatible with determÍnism and the

former Smart rejecËs as being baffling and unacceptable. Flew replies that
Ëhere is no need Ëo be baffled by the former alternat,ive. He agrees Ëhat

a moral vocabulary cannot be subsumed under a rrtruly scientific psychologyrr;

but since moral epithets cannot, be disËinguished by reference solely to their
non-empirical and purely moral characteristics, it, may be quít,e possible to
forrm:late the required psychological laws ttin t,erms of those empirical dif-
ferences upon which the moral distinct.ions nn¡st be grounded."lll

111 ¡r1gç, ?tAre Ninian Smart,r s Temptatíons lrresistib Le? nt p. 59.
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Flewls Ëhird suggestion as Ëo Ëhe source of Smartls "psychic blind-

nesstris reiated to Smartrs remarks on the concept, ggodness. The latter

maintains that this concepË is applied to a particular sort of person, vLz.l

one who ís liable to be tempËedr possess certain inclínations, fears, elc.,

and if these individuals were to be innnunized from evil they would have to

be constructed dÍfferently. Flew agrees with Smart on this point and atËempËs

to meet the laËÈerrs challenge to specify the change required. tr'Ihat is

wanËed, he says, is more strength of character and a sËronger sense of

duty. And, he adds, there is no reason why these changes should make us

any the less men of the sorË v¡hich Smart characËerizes.

Flew suggesÈs that Smart has been misled by Ëhe ambiguíty of such

dispositional terms as Ëend, inclined, liable, etc. For example, t.here is

a sense in which a tendency to produce something is a cause which, operatÍng

under no impediment, would in facË produce ít; and another sense in which

to speak of "a Èendency towards X?r is Èo say that, that result may reasonably

be expected Ëo occur. Gíven this ambiguity, says Flew, Ëhere is no contra-

dicrion in asserting that while peopless natural inclinations are toward

bad behaviour, in a utopia they always in fact do what they ought t,o do:

assuming that the phrase'rnaturally inclined" is employed in a sense parallel

to the f irst sense of trtendencyrt.

f now propose Ëo have a brief look at SmarËtrll2 ¡s-¡eply to Flew1 and

Ëhen to turn Ëo Mackiets rejoinder to Smart.

I 12 Ninian Smart, ItProbab 1y", in Philosophy, Vol 37, No. 139 (L962).
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VI. SMARTIS REJOINDER TO FLEI,ü

Smart sees the chief point in Flewts reply as being this. God could

have achieved a utopia, i.e., made men perfectly good, not by altering their

inclinations, but by giving them more strength of characËer and a stronger

sense of duty. This move by Flew, says Smart, will not add any content to

the sceptic¡s concepËion of a utopia. It fails to do so for the following

reasons. The noËions of sense of dutv and strgngËh of character are nece-

ssarily relaÈed to such concepts as courage and generosíty, and involved in

this relation is the idea that men have to learn t,o behave well. To suppose

that these character traits could be built in by God, í.e., could be innate

qualiËiesn is unrealistic, for, says Smart, 'rthey would have to be (alrnost

magically) most flexible instincLs.r'113 Secondly, suppose (as Flew would

have it) that all temptat,ions, however strong, were always overcome. If this

were the câsêr says SmarË, then eíËher struggles are necessary or Ëhey axe

noË. If they are not necessary, Èhen whaË sense does it make to talk of

I'temptat,ionsrrin this utopia? And if Ëhey are necessary, it would seem that

they are a rather odd variety of struggles, seeing that they are always over-

come. For if men ï,/ere so constituted Ë,hat there vrere a psychologically signi-

ficant chance of failure, Ëhen some men aË some time would be empírically cer-

tain t,o succumb to their t,emptations. And finally, Smart poinËs out, that his

ficËional Utopia I (which, of course, he rejected as a Possible candidate for

uËopia) r^7as at leasË intelligible. Flew, however, cannot (as yet) say the

same of his utopia, and since (as Smart claims to have shovm in his first

113 t¡id., p. 60.



article) logical possibility is

that God might have created men

\TII. MACKIEIS REJOINDER TO SMART

The final shifË in this series of move and counter-¡nove by the theist
and sceptic is left to J.L. Mackie.114 Mackie begins by acknowledging smartrs
ingenuity in shifËing the onus of description of utopia onËo the critics of
theism and supposedly forcing Ëhem to give content to the not,ion of a world
inhabited by wholly good men if they wish to use Ëhis concept as parË. of an

anti-theistic argument. Nevertheless, he is quick to rep ly that 'rall such

references to our ígnorance or Ëhe emptiness of our t,erms míss the críticsr
point.r'115 The critics, he says, are merely quesLÍoning Ëhe coherence of
the traditional theisËic view; they are not. suggesting any new posiËive

theologícal doctrines. Hence, Ëhe critic is under no obligation to define
goodness. rn fact, adds smarÈ, the theist can take his pick here, i.e,1 he

can adopË whatever inÈerpretation of goodness he prefers. The only stipula-
tion regarding this enterpríze is that he must consistently adhere to this
one interpretation. and, once having adopted a particular interpretation of
the concept goodness, the real questíon the Ëheist must face is, rrrs Godrs

being what the ËheísË calls wholly good, omnipot.ent, etc., compatibte with
Ëhe existence, which he recognises, of what he calls evil?,r

one particular way (Mackiels way) of asking wheËher Ëhe existence of

B7

not enough, it does not appear so far evident

who1ly good.

114 ¡.L. Mackie, 'Theism and uËopiarr, in philosophy, vo1. 37, No. 140(Le62) .

115 tui¿, , p. 153 .
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a God who is wholly good, omnipotent, etc., is Ëo inquire as to whether it

is logically possible that God míght have made men such that they always

freely choose Ëhe good. And if this is possíble, then, as Mackie argued

earlier, menfs choosing the bad is not a necessary concomitant of their be-

ing free, and so the existence of evil cannot be juscified by reference to

Ëhe superíor value of free-wi11.

Mackie then attempts Ëo reinforce his challenge of Smartrs conten-

tion Ëhat the onus of descript,íon líes with the crit,ic. He insists thaÈ

any conËenl that rrusË be given to the phrase rtfreely choose the goodn must.

be supplied by Smart or any other Ëheist who wishes to maíntain thaË the

existence of evil is required by human free-wi1l. In parËicular, says Mackie,

the theíst musË decíde whether a man who is never tempted to do wrong is or

ís not freely choosing Ëhe good in a more valuable way than one who experien-

ces temptaÈions but always overcomes them.

rf the Ëheist opts for Ëhe former ut,opia, says Mackie, then he is

connnitted to thinking of a world in which men always freely choose Ëhe good

trby direct ínclin¿¿i6¡rr.116 Admittedly, such a world would be radically dif -

ferent from our own, but, Mackie ínsists, it is nonetheless conceivable, i.e.,

logically possible. And this ís Ëhe only concessÍon that the crític requires

for his argument. Furt,hermore, the theist cannot, dismíss Ëhis utopía on Èhe

ground that in such a world there would be no evil to contrast with good, and

Ëherefore nothing we could really "tt1 
rrgoodttat all, for then he would be

reverting to a different rtsolutionrt to the problem of evil, and one whÍch

116 lbid., p. L54.
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Mackie believes he has successfully refuted elsewh"t".LL7

Suppose, however, the theist adopts the latter view. He might be

inclined to say that being tempt.ed t,owards evil actions is a second-order

evil and is logically necessary for the exist,ence of such Ëhírd-order goods

as courage and generosity. And, he might add, because of the superior value

of these third-order goods, God \^/as compelled by logical necessity to allow

the existence of second-order evils. This puÈative solution, says Mackie,

is also not acceptable, for the problem of evil would again be raised by the

existence of third-order evils such as cowardice and greed. The critic would

now complain, t{,rlhy did God noL make men such that,, although tempted, they

would always resist temptat,ion?" Mackie points out thaË SmarË never consi-

ders this possibility in utopias Ir and 16. He suggests that, smart, míght

feel that resisËing ËempËation is a concept Ínconsistent, wiËh the determí-

nism he is there assuming. BuË, replies Mackie, if he adopts this position,

then he is not taking determinism seríously, for this concept refers Lo an

actual experience of which determinísts must givê some account.

According to Mackie then, the theist is free to Ínt,erpret the not,ion

Itmants freely choosing the goodtt as he pleases. He ûBJSt', however, give

it some contenti "he cannot consisËently say that it is emptyr'.ll8 And once

the theist. has given meaning to Ëhis notion, the critic will then claim that

with Ëhis interpret,ation, whatever it may be, Èhat iË is logically possible

thaL God could have made men such chat they would always freely choose the

117 ¡4¿"¡1s, 'rEvil and Omnipotence'r, pp. 203-205.

118 Mackie, rtTheism and UÈopiatr, p. 155.
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good. And so, Mackie concludes, rrthere cannoË be any difficulcy for the

critic about giving thís phrase an inËerpret¿¿is¡rr.119

Mackíe may be correct in his content.ion that the onus of description

of utopia lies noË with the criÈic of theism. If so, then Smart.ls anthroPo-

logical fiction ís all for naught,, and the theist is left facing the recon-

cillation of the existence of evil with Godts omnipotence, benevolence, etc.

Nevertheless, the theistts posit,ion is not as hopeless as Mackie would have

us belíeve. As we have poinËed out earlier, Mackie does not establish the

thesis that the possibilíty of one freely done, morally good action entails

the possibility of all such actions. At most,, he can be said to prove that

one freely done, morally good action might entail the possibility of a utopia

inhabited by whol1y good men.

Although Lhe theist may be safe from Mackiels frying pan, he must now

face the fíre of the following dileurna. EiLher Mackie is correct, in which

case the exisËence of free-wí11 does not provide a morally sufficient reason

for the existence of evil, or Mackie has noL proven his case, in which case

Smartrs view, viz.e thaÈ we do not know whether the ntopian universe which

it is supposed God would have created if he had been perfectly good, omni-

potent, and omníscient is possible, and if possible, betËer than the one

T¡re norár inhabit, amounts Ëo an e priori disproof of the existence of God.

To elaboraËe on this second alternative.

Smart maintains that the notion of a morally good individual is unin-

telligible unless applies to imperfect, beings. An inhabitant of utopia,

119 r¡i¿.
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he maintains, is not obviously eicher wholly ttgoodtr or arrmanrr. His con-

clusion ís that the t,erm trmorally goodrr, as applied to men, could have no

meaning in a Utopian world which God supposedly ought to have created

position. If ttgoodtt is r¿ithout contenË unless applied to imperfect beings,

i.e., men as vre no\^r know them, then how is it intelligíble when applied to

God? Certainly God is not faced with t,emptations to do evÍl or confront,ed

Smart, however, fails to recogníze Ehe obvious implicaÈion of his

wiÈh personal conflicts beËween self-interest and generosity; yet he is

supposedly wholly good. By asserting that the notion of a wholly good man

is unintelligible, Ëhe theist would seem Eo be ruling out Ëhe possibility of

a perfectly good ço¿.120

He focuses on t.he theisLic notíon of a

An analogous dilermna for the Ëheíst has been suggested by Mackie.

thís is íntelligible, then the notion of a wholly good man must also be in-

te I ligib le :

I should have Ëhought, indeed, that the con-
cept.of a state of affairs in which men were wholly
good, that,.,is, of a Kíngdom of God on Earth, was an
orthodox theistic one, and if that concept is empty
or uninÈelligible, so rmrch Ëhe worse for theism. If
the theisËs Èell us that God wíll eventually bring
Èhis utopia , into being, Ëhe critics can hardly be
blamed for wondering why he has gone such a long way
round about it,, and it is a curious defence of Ëheism
Lo say that the critics have not made this concept
c lear.12 I

life after deaÈh and claims that if

One further point. Theists would no doubt agree ËhaË God has freedom

120 4n¿, as vre

behind the assertion

121 lbid., p.

have argued earlÍer, Ëhe theist cannot take refuge
Lhat Godts goodness is t,otally unlike human goodness.

ls+.



of the will and is morally good. Now if these

tible when applied to God, why shouldntt they

applied to men?

In conclusion, ít would seem thaL if the

sufficient, reason for the existence of evil, he

free-wi11 defence (or slip between the horns of

92

two predicates are compa-

also be compaËible when

Ëheist is to find a morally

musË look elsewhere than the

the preceding dilemmas).



CHAETER VI

PIKE'S THEODICY

I

Nelson Pike, in ItHume on Evilrtrl22 proposes to re-examine the question
ttülhy is the exisËence of evil a problem for the theist?t' The st,andard reply

(which Píke insisËs Hume was the first to formulate clearly) is the conten-

tion that ttGod existsil and r{here occur instances of sufferÍngil are logically

incompat.ible stat.ements. Mill, McTaggart, stace, Flew, Aiken, Mackie, Ducasse,

and McCloskey are but a few of the more contemporary phílosophers who, Pike

claims, have adopted this Humean position regarding the problem of evil.

Stace, for example, cornrnents:

(Assuming that. trgood'r and npowerfulrr are used ín
theology as they are used in ordinary discourse),
we have to say that Hume was right. The charge
has never been ansvrered and never will be. The
simultaneous attribution of all-power and a1l-
goodness to the CreaËor of the whole world is
logically incompatible wiËh the existence of pain
and evil in the world, for which reason the con-
ception of a finite God, who is not all-powerfu1..,
has become popular in some quarters.L23 

-

Pike formulat,es Humets (ehilors) argument, as follows:

These three staËements, according

(1) The world contains
(Z) Co¿ exists--and is
(3) God exísts--and is

i.e., one may opE for any two of

122 Nelson pike,
123 ç.1. srace,

Press, 1952), p. 56.
L24 navid Hume, Dialogues Concerning Natural Religíon, edited by Henry

D. Aiken, (New York: Hafner Publishing Co., L957), pp. 66'67.

instances of suffering.
omnipotenÈ and omniscient..
perfectly good.

to Hume constitute an rrinconsistent ¿çi¿{rrL24

them, but. noË for all Èhree. Of course, the

rfHurne on Eviltrr
Tíme and Eternitv

in Píke ed., op. cir., pp. 85-102.

(Princeton: Princeton University
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following interpretation must be placed on the secorìd and third statements

of this triad ín order that, the set be properly classified as 'tinconsístenttt.

First, to say of God Ëhat he is omnipotent and omniscient, is to say that

he could prevent suffering if he wanted to. And secondly, (according to

Hume), to say God is good (employing rtgoodrr here in the same manner as it is

employed in ordinary discourse) is to assert that he would prevent suf-

fering if he could. Given ;his interpretation 'the,:, :f one wishes to assert

propositions (2) and (3), Philo would maÍnla.in that he is also committed to

denying the truth of pi:oposition (1). Or, if one affirms (1) and (2)' then

he must deny the truth of (3). And finally, affirmation of propositions (1)

and (3) involves a denial of proposition (2).

he claíms, centres on the assuniption that a perfectly good being would pre-

Pike maintains Ëhat Ëhe above argumenË is deficienË. Itr; deficiency,

vent suffering if he could. He then asks the read¿rr to consíder the follow-

ing case.

A parent forces a child to take a spoonful of bitter
medíci,ne. The parent thus brings about an instance
of discomfort--suffering. The parent could have
refrained from administering the medicine; and he
knew the child would suffer discomfort if he did ad-
minister it. Yet, when \^Ie are assured that Ëhe pa-
renË acted in the interest of the childts healrh and
happiness, the fact Ëhat he knowingly caused dis-
comfort is not sufficíent to remove the parent from
the class of perfectly good beings. If the parent
fails to fit into this class, it is not because he
caused Ëh'is instance of sufiering.l25

Pike adrnits ËhaË if we knew only thaL the parent knowingly caused an instance

of discomforx, we would be tempted to blame him. Howeverr he adds, when the

125 P1¡s, .9p.. cit . , p. 88.
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fu11 círcumst,ances are knornm, blame becomes inappropriate. Here there is

what Pike calls a trmorally sufficienÈ reason?tfor Ëhe parentts action, i.e.,

'ta circumsËance or condition which, when known renders blame (though, of

course, not responsibility) for the action inappropriate .nL26 Analogously,

says Pike, it does noË follow from the claim that God is perfectly good thaË

he would prevenÈ suffering if he could. Godts allowíng or bringing about

suffering is compatible with hís perfect goodness as long as there is a

morally sufficÍenË reason for his action.

These reflecËions, says Pike, necessitate a reformulation of the

problem of evil, i.e.,

(4) The world contains insrances of suffering.
(5) God exists, and is omnipoËent, omníscíent,

and perfecËly good.
(6) An omnipotenÈ, omniscíent being would have

no morally sufficient reaqon for allowing
instances of suffer íng.I27

suppose (6) and (4) are true. Then, says pike, (5) musr be false. Thar is

if an omnipotent, omníscient being would have no morally sufficient reason

for allowing suffering, Ëhen, in a world cont.aining inst.ances of suffering,

either there would be no omnipotent, omniscient, being or thaÈ being would be

morally blameworthy. And, if (6) and (5) are rrue, then (4) musr be false,

i.e., if God exists and cannot, under any conceivable circumstances, be

excused for allowing evil, then iË musË be the case that there is no evil

in thís world. And finally, Íf (5) and (4) are rrue, rhen (6) musr be

L26

L27

e1c., then

rbid.

A clearer equívalent of (6) might be: If God allows suffering,
God is not good.
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falsee for if an omnipoËenËr omniscíent, and perfectly good being exists and

allows instances of suffering to exist, then he has to have a morally suffí-

cient reason for doing so. ?ike concludes that Ëhis sequence is logically

right.

He then goes on t,o coÍlsider the questíon of the truËh of the indi-

vidual statements. rt is obvious, he says, that (4) is true; but what

about (6)? First of all, he points out that íL is irrelevant to enume-

rate a number of putaËive morally sufficient reasons for allowing suffer-

ing, and then show thaË Ëhese reasons will not work in the case of an omni-

potent,, omniscienË being. any theist, Pike claims, could always retreat

to unexamined reasons, i.e., he could always insist that Godts morally

sufficíent reason for allowing suffering is one which has not as yet been

considered. (And this move would always be open co hÍm no matter how long

the lisÈ of already examined reasons seemed to be.)

Secondly, Pike makes this rather startling observation--the scepËic,

he says, must affírm (6) as a logical Ëruth. To make this point clearer,

PÍke draws our atËention to yet another inconsisËent triad of sËatements.

(7) All sT¡/ans are white.
(8) Some sr^/ans are not large.
(9) All whit,e things are large.

Now if (9) is t,rue, but not necessarily true, then either (7) or (g) will

be false. However, unless (9) is a necessary truth, the conjunction of

(7) and (8) will not be a self-contradictory sËatement. Because Hume (phifo)

holds thaË'{here are instances of sufferingrt(4) and "God exists" (5) are

logically incompatible, then, says Pike, he must also be prepared to affirm
frAn omnipotenË, omniscient being would have no morally sufficient reason
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for allowing instances of sufferingtt (6) as a necessary truth.

Since there is no doubt that, proposition (4) is true, the debat,e

no\^r centres around the quest,ion "Is (6) a necessary truth?rr And if we ans-

wer in the affirmative, says Pike, then (5) musË be false.

Píke admits Ëhat prima facie (6) does seem to be a logical ËruËh,

for when we consider the conditíons which, in ordinary life, are usually

accepËed as morally sufficient, reasons for permitt,ing instances of suffer-

ing, none of these can be assigned to an omnipotent, omniscient being. For

example, reference to a lack of some physical abitity will obvíously not

provide God with a morally sufficient reason for permit,ting evil to exist r

nor will the possibility of a lack of knowledge serve as an adequate con-

dítion for rendering him free from blame. A somewhat more plausible theo-

dicy might be: God does not eliminaËe suffering because it results in

goods whose value ouLweighs the negaËive value of suffering. But this will

not work; ttAn omnipotent, omniscienË being could find some ot,her means of

bringing about Ëhe same rerulË"J,128 Rnd finally, Pike considers the pos-

sibility that instances of sufferÍng resulÈ from goods, e.g.r natural law

and free-wi11, which out,weigh Ëhe negaËive value of suffering. However, he

also rejects this possíbility by acknowledgingr as a point well-taken,

McCloskeyts suggestion that an omnipoËent, omniscÍent being could devise

a law-governed world which did nor incl,ude suffering, and by conceding Ëhe

same Ëo Mackiets thesis that God could create a world populated by free

agents who always chose the good.

128 r¡i¿. , p. 92.
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The above consideratíons, of course, do not by themselves guarant,ee

that (6) is a necessary truth, for as was suggest,ed earlier, the theíst
can always take refuge in the possibility that a theodicy is Ëo be found Ín
an as yet unexamined reason. However, says pike, Ëhey do suggest that Ëhere

might be a principle operating in each of the formerly proposed morarry

sufficient reasons which guarantees that no such reason could be assigned

Lo an omnipotent, omniscient being. That is, in all cases in which men

might be excused for permítËing suffering, there r^ras an explicit reference

to a human limitatíon, viz., eiËher a lack of knowredge or of power. Now,

he asks, might it not be maintained that since an omnipotent, omníscienË

being cannot (by defínition) be deficient in these faculËies, it ís impos-

sible to find a t,heodicy for him?

Rather than pursuing thís line of thought, pike now asks us Ëo con-

sider a theodicy which he claims does noË fit any of the previously menËio-

ned forms. This theodicy is suggested by Demea in the Diarogues.

The world is buÈ a point in comparison of the
universe; this life but a moment in comparison
of eterniËy. The present evil phenomena, Ëhere_
fore, are rectified in other regions, and in
some future period of existence. And the eyes
of men, being Ëhen opened Ëo larger views of things,
see the whole connecË,ion of general lar¿s, and t,raãe,
with adorat,ion, the benevolence and rectitude of
the Diety Ëhrough all mazes and intricacies of
his providence (p. 67).

Pike points ouË that Aquinas, in chapËer LX)f, of the sununa contra
reasons in a somewhat, similar fashion:

The good of the whole is of more account than
the good of the part. Therefore, it, belongs to
a prudenË governor to overlook a lack of good_
ness in the part, that there may be an incrãase

GenÈiles,
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of goodness in the whole. Thus, Ëhe builder hides
the foundat,ion of a house underground, that the
whole house may stand firm. Now, if evíl roere
taken away from certain parts of the universe, the
perfecLion of the universe might be much diminishedt
since its beauty results from the ordered unity of
the good and evil things, seeing that evil arises
from the failure of good, and yet certain goods are
occasioned from those very evils through the provi-
dence of che governor, even as the silent pause
gives sweetness to the chant. Therefore, evil
should not be excluded from things by the divine
providence.

Pike admits Ë,hat, neither of these statements is entirely satisfactory.

Aquinasts theodicy, for example, cont.ains unmistakable hints of causal rea-

soning. Nevertheless, each suggests another theme, and Pike now goes on

to expand Lhis withouË Pretense of historical accuracy.

Píke asks us t.o imagine a finite seL of blocks, includíng a T-shaped

block, an L-shaped block, an F-shaped block, and so on. Each block has an

aesthetic value, with the T-shaped block Ëhe most valuable and the L-shaped

block the least valuable. Suppose that, in fitting Lhe blocks together,

there is one and only one subseÈ which will fit together ínËo a square,

and that, the L-shaped block is a member of rhat subseË. Pike then stipula-

tes Ëhat any formation of the blocks (consisting of two or more blocks

fitted together) will have more aesËheËic value than any of the blocks Ëaken

individually or any subseÈ of blocks taken as a mere collection. His final

assumption is that among all logically possible block formations, Ëhe square

formation has the greatesË aesthetic value. The L-shaped block, the block

wiËh the leasË aesËhetic value, then becomes a necessary, i.e.r logically

indispensable, part of the square formation, and Lherefore a rlecessary com-

ponent in the besË of all possible block formations.
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Returning nor¡r Ëo Demeals theodicy, Pike aËt,empËs a testatement ín

¡erms of his block-model. First, given that God is an omnipotent, omniscienËr

perfectly good being, then iË is to be expecËed that he vrould create the best

of all possible worlds. However, Ëhe best of all possible worlds(presumablY,

from all poinËs of vievi)is such thaË it must cont,ain instances of suffer-

ing: they are logically indispensable components. Thís is why there are

instâ,hces of suffering ín the worid which God created. And so, there is a

morally sufficient reason for Godts allowing suffering to exísË in this world.

Conceding that (1) if instances of suffering are 1ogically indispen-

sable components in the best of all possible worlds, then this would provide

a morally sufficienË reason for an omnipotent, omniscíent being to permit

instances of suffering and (Z) the best of all possible worlds míght, in

f.ac:, conËain insËances of suffering, a crucial quesËion is still unans-

wered. That is Lo sa;y¡.any scepËic who conceded these two claims would still

be entítled to ask, rtlow are rnre to know ËhaË, in fact, suffering is logical-

ly necessary in the best of all possible worlds?" Pike admits that he knows

of no argument which would verify this claim. But on Ëhe other hand, he sayg¡

he also knor,qs of no argumenÈ whichshows it to be false. And thisr says Pike,

is all the theist needs; if it is not obviously false thaË there míght be

a morally sufficient reason for an omnipotent, omniscient being to permit

suffering to exist, then rtGod existstt and rrThere occur instances of suffer-

ingn are not obviously logically incompaÈible as Hume and other more conlem-

porary philosophers have claimed.

TI

Before proceeding with an evaluaËion of Píkels theodicy, I would
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like Èo t,ake issue with hís interpretat,ion of rhe posit.ion held by other

philosophers with respect to the problem of evil qua problem. pike claims

that Mil1, McTaggart, Flew, Aiken, Mackie, Ducasse, and Mccloskey are buË

a few of many philosophers who have maintained that trGod existsn and nThere

occur insËances of sufferingtt are logically íncompatible statements. If

Pike is correct in his int,erpreËaÈion, Ëhen ít. follows that any phÍlosophers

who held the above position and yeL devoted time and energy to the refuta-

tion of some of the proposed solutions to Èhe problem of evil were obvious-

ly wastíng their Ëime and not paying close aËtention t,o the implication of

their own posítion. That is, anyone who claimed that the above stat,ements

T¡Iere logically incompatible would also be committed Ëo the view that it is

logically impossible for t,here to be an acceptable solution to the problem

of evil. These philosophers, then, would have had excellent a príori grounds

for immedíately rejecËing any put,ative solution Ëo Lhe problem of evil.

Píke, then, should certainly have found it strange that Mackie, McCloskey,

and Ducasse do, in facË, devoÈe considerable space in their treatment of

the problem of evil t,o Èhe analysis and evaluation of many of these put,aÊive

solutions.

Actually, Mackie, Ducasse, and McCloskey were not inconsistent in

their treaËment of the problem of evil; rather it is Pikels inËerpreËat,ion

of their positíon Ëhat is íncorrect,. These three individuals, at. least.,

did not claim thattrGod existsttandt{Ihere occur inst,ances of sufferingrr

are logically incompatible._ Ducasse, for example, says:

The theologians of orthodox monotheism have
expended vast ingenuity on Lhe att,empt Ëo dispose
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of Lhe prima facle conÈradi.çiR" which consti-
tutes their Problem of evil.L¿>

McCloskeyts position is also that'?there is a clear prima facíe case that

God and evil are incompatible--boÈh cannot exist.rrl3O Mackie:v¡ho formu-

lates the problem of evil solely in terms of Godls omnípotence and perfect

goodness, claims that

It should now be apparent that the position held by McCloskey,

Mackie, and Ducasse is, in fact, quiËe different from the one attributed to

them by Pike. Theír claim is that, the statements rrGod existsrrand rThere

occur instances of sufferingrr are priqg facie incompatible, whereas Pike

ínterprets them as saying Ëhat these statements are actually incompatible.

This difference is not a trivial one; it is important to both the analysis

of the problem of evil and the treaLment of its putative solutions. But

more on this point later.

At this point, the reader may be slightLy puzzLed about what it is

Pike is claimíng. Pike says his position is this: suffering might be a

logically necessary component in the best of all possible worlds. But¡one

may ask, 'rl¡lhaL exactly is one conrnitt,ed to in saying that suffering might

be "logically necessarytr? The modern view of logical necessity is that this

There seems Lo be (italics mine)
between these three proposiËionst
two of them are truer the third

some conËradiction
so that if anv

would 5s ¡r1r.- 13l

129 ¡rucasse, op. ci-L., p. 353.

130 l4sg1eskey, cp. cit., P. 66-

13 1 ¡1u.¡iq, rrEvil and Omnípotence't, p. 47'
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type of necessity is attributable only t,o propositíons, i.e., proposítions

and only propositions are either conËingenL or logically necessary. On

t,his modern int,erpret,ation Ëhen, to say that suffering míght be a logically

necessary component in the b,est of all possible worlds is to say that the

proposition expressed by the statement rThere occur instances of suffering

in the besË of all possible worl¿"'r132 might be a logical truth or,

alternaÈively, that the phrase trthe best of all possible worlds" might

mean or entail the phrase ttcontains sufferingrt.

III

Now Èhat we have a clearer insight into what Pike is actually assert,-

ing, it seems appropriaËe to ask, 'tHow do we establish rohich statemenÈs

are and whích are not logical truths?tt Given the statement ttAll bachelors

are males'r, for example, we could refuËe the claim t.hat it ís a logical

truth simply by finding a female bachelor. But how could we refute Pikels

claim that rrThere are instances of sufferíng ín the best of all possible

worldsrtmight be a logical truÈh? Obviously, it is fruitless to search

for other actual universes which do not contain suffering, and then assess

their value. Nevertheless, besides empirical investigations, there seems

to be another criterion for testing for necessity in stat,ements. That is,

if a staÈement is a necessary ËruËh, then it should be impossible to con-

ceive of its contradictory. For example, if rAll bachelors are malestr is

132 this is Ëhe starement which Pike claims míght be a logical rruth.
However, a nore plausible candidate fot a logical truth--more plausible be-

cause iË contair".ro existential quantifiers--is: "(x) (x is the world better

than all oLhers) = 
(x contains instances of suffering)."
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a necessary truthr Ëhen iË should be impossible Ëo conceive of a female

bachelor. The question now arises, ttCan we conceive of a universe contain-

ing no suffering (or at least less suffering than we now find in this uni-

verse) which would be a bet,ter rrorld than ours?rr My ovrn opinion on Èhis

matter is that we can indeed conceive of such an alternaÈive universe, and

for those with less vivid imaginaËíons Ëhan myself L refer them to Ëhe

many passages ín the Bible which copiously descrÍbe the habitat of God and

his angels. For examþle,

And God shall wípe away all tears from their
eyes; and there shall be no more deaÈh, neither
sorrovr, nor crying, neither shall there be any
more pain: for the former things are passed
awaY ' 

133

Pike says Ëhat God would have a morally sufficient reason for allow-

ing suffering if the latt.er r^rere logically necessary in Ëhe best of all pos-

sible worlds. Consider this claim in terms of his block analogy. Here it is

asserted that block L is a logically necessary part of the best of all

possible block formations, víz.s the square formation. But in what way,

we may ask, could block L be a logically necessary component of thís par-

ticular formation? lie can ir¡rnediately rule out the possibility that L con-

tribut.es to the value of the square formation as a whole simple bec.ause of

its own value. And r¡re can do this, because Pike has expliciËly stipulaËed

Ëhat L has the least aesËheËic value of all the bLocks considered indivi-

dually. This sÈipulaËion entails that L is a logically necessary component

in Èhe square format,ion because it is necessarily related to blocks of

133 Psyslations 21: 4
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higher value, blocks (goods) which would not be present unless L was also

presenL. If L vrere not related in this way, then it is obvious that an

omnipotenË, omniscient, perfecËly good being would have replaced L with some

other block of higher value which could perform the same function. The

question now arises, trlnlhat blocks is block L necessarily relaÈed to such

Èhat without íËs inclusion Chey too would necessarily be absent?rr OIr

t,ranslating this question into Ëhe context of the problem of evil, r,.i7e may

ask, 'r!ühat goods is suffering logically related to such Èhat Èhey could not

be presenË without the concomitant existence of suffering?'r The only two

plausible candidates would seem to be natural law and freedom of the will.

And yet, Pike expliciÈly rejecËs these thTo possibilities çn. 92). This

concession seens to make the suggestion that suffering might be logically

necessary in the best of all possible worlds an extremely ímplausible one.

But for Ëhose who still claim that evil mighf be necessarily related to some

yet undíscovered good, I suggest Ëhat they read carefully the following pas-

sage and reaLíze thaË they are commiËted to sayíng that the sort of world

there described is Ëhe one that an omnipotent'r omniscient, perfectly good

being is obligated to create

ilBy the way, a Bulgarian f met. lately in Moscowlrt Ivan
\nrent on, seeming not to hear his brotherls words¡ "told
me about Ëhe crimes committ,ed by Turks and Circassians
in alL parËs of Bulgaría through fear of a general ris-
ing of the Slavs. They burn villages, rmrrder, outrage
r^tomen and children, they nail their prisoners by the
ears to the fences, leave them so till morning, and in
the morning they hang them--all sorts of things you

canlË imagine... These Turks took a pleasure in tor-
turing children, too; cutting the unborn child from
its motherls womb, and tossing babies up in the air
andcatchingthemonthepointsoftheirbayonets
before their moLherls eyes. Doing it before their mo-

Ëher|seyeswaswhatgavezes:-totheamusement.Here
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is another scene that r thought very Ínteresting. rmag-ine a trembling moËher with a baby Ín her arms, a circreof invading Turks around her. Theyrve planned å diversion;
they pet the baby, laugh Ëo make it, laugh. They succeed,the baby laughs. At thaË moment a Turk poinËs íris pistolfour inches from Ëhe babyrs face. The uäby taugtrs wittr
glee1 holds out íts little hands to the pistol, and he
pulls the trigger in the babyrs face and blows out irs
brains, Art,istic wasnr t i¡7134

After reading thís passage, one is very tempted to echo rvanrs words:

rtts not worth the Ëears of that one t,ortured child
who beat, itself on the breast wiËh its rittre fist
and prayed in its sËínking outhouse with an unexpiated
tear to ldear, kind Godtl Itts not, worÈh it., because
those tears are unatoned for. They must be atoned for,
or t,here can be no harmony. But, how? How are you
going Ëo aËone for them? By Èheir being avenged? But
whaÈ do I care for avengíng them? tr^Ihat do I care for
a hell for oppressors? trdhat good can hell do, since
those children have already been t,ortured? And whaË
becomes of harmony, if there is hell? I want t,o for-
gíve. I want to embrace. I dontt want, more suffering.
And if Ëhe sufferings of children go to sr¡e1l the sum
of sufferings which l¡ras necessary to pay for truth,
then I protest that truth is not wort.h such a price.135

But suppose Pike is right, i.e., suppose thaL suffering is a logi-
gally necessary component in the best of all possible worlds. Does Ëhis

not imply that if this is the best of all possible worlds then (1) it would

be dangerous to eliminate evil because hre might in this way introduce a

discordant element into the divíne symphony of the universe and (2) it, may

be wrong to condemn the eliminat,ion of what, is good, because eliminating

134 ps¿e¡
Book V, Chap. IV

135 rUi¿.

DosËoevski,
(New York:

The BroËhers Karamazov,
The Modern Library, Inc., 1950).

C. Garnett, Trans.,
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good may result in Ëhe production of more, higher goods?136

One final consideraËion seems to be Èo point out Ëhe absurdity of

the suggestion that suffering rnight be a necessary component in the best

of all possible worlds. Ifr as r^re have argued earlier, Pikets theodicy amounts

to the claim thaË the statement 'tThere are instances of suffering in the

best, of all possible worldst' is a logical truth, then Pike is also cornritted

t,o the following position. Suppose, for the sake of argument, that in Ëhis

world there are 1100010001000 inst,ances of suffering every hour. Pike, if

he is to be consisËent, must nor¡r say that the statementtfThere occur

1r00010001000 instances of suffering every hour in the best of all possible

worldst'is also a logical ¡t,r¿6.137 For if he does not accepË this sËaËe-

ment as a logical truth, then he must regard it as being a conËingent one.

But if the statement is merely contingent,, then surely an omnipotent., omni-

scient being could reduce Èhis number of instances of suffering; and if he

did not, then he would be subject Èo blame. Pikets theodicy, Ëhen, not only

implies that suffering in general is a logically necessary component of the

best, of all possible worlds, but it also conunits him t,o the view that each

and every instance of suffering is logically required for the creation of

this Ëype of world. According to Pike then, to suggesË that God might have

prevented the exístence of one case of incurable cancer, one mentally retarded

136 1¡""s implications are suggesËed
though not intentionally against Pike.

137 1o uu pr"fi"e, however, Pike is
thaÈ this statement is a logical truth, he
menËs rtThere occur X instances of suffering
etc . )tr are a lso logica 1 t,ruths .

by McCloskey, S.. cit., p. 72,

not only cornrnitted Ëo saying
must also agree that rhe state-
every half-hour (minute, second,



child, or one instance of torture

have decreaded the amount of good

IV

Let us grant', for the sake of argument, that Pike has indeed shown

that God might have had a morally sufficient reason for allowing evil. I,Ihat

f now intend to show is that the concession of this possibility is of lit.t.le

consolation to any Èheist who was originally troubled by the existence of
evil.

Assuming that the statement rthere occur instances of suffering in
the best of all possible worldsrrmight be a logical truth, what, if any-

thing, can Pike be said to have proven? It seems to me that, the only im_

plícation of this concession which the Ëheíst might take comfort in is t,he

fact that Pike has shown thaË the exist,ence of evil is not conclusive evi-

dence against the existence of God. But, the reader ís remirtddd, in origi-

nally set'ting up the problem of evil we nowhere insisted that there r¡ras a

logical incompatibility between Ëhe staÈements rGod existsrr and r¡Evil exists¡r1

nor hlas this the way thaË Mackie, McCloskey, or Ducasse (contrary to pikets

interpretation) analysed the problem. My earlier analysis of the problem

of evil qua problem suggested thaË the existence of evil presented itself

as a problem to any theist who held the modified Judeo-Christian concept.ion

of God in that, evil was prima facie evidence againsË Ëhe exisÊence of a being

of thÍs sort. And in saying that evil was prima facie evidence against the

existence of God, one of the Ëhings I wanted to make clear is that we would

noË expect a being who rnras omnipotent,, omniscient, and perfectly good to

108

is, in effect, to advocat.e that God might

in this world.
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permit evil to exist. Now it should be quite obvious that nothíng Pike

says is damaging to this analysis. In fact, Pike suggests that he Èoo opts

for this sort of analysis of the problem of evil qua problem; for in ela-

borat.ing his analogy between Godrs allowing evil and the parenË who forces

his child to take a spoonful of bitter medicine, he says:

Given only Ëhat the parenË knowingly caused an
insËance of discomforE, \^/e are tempted t,o blame
him--t,hat is, to exclude him f rom the class of
perfectly good beings.138

Also, if evil were not prima facie evidence against the existence of God,

why would Pike bother showing that God might have a morally sufficient rea-

son for allowing evil?

Given that Lhe exist,ence of evil is prima facie evidence against the

exisLence of God, T¡re may now ask: trtr'lhaÈ is Ëhe proper epistemic attitude

towards the claim that God exisËs?" Before ans\^/ering this question, I

would ask the reader to remember our earlier discussion concerning an in-

dividual who apparenËly allowed a child to suffer, without. offering any

assistance. Here we stated thar this personls action or lack of acÈion

was undoubtedly prima facie evidence against the claim that he was a para-

digm case of a morally good person. And furthermore, we insisted that (l)

this evidence in no r^ray supported the claim that the indivÍdual in question

r¡ras a morally good person, and (2) that iL was incumbent. on anyone who wish-

ed to defend this indivídualls moral worth Ëo provide a morally sufficient

reason for the latterts action.

demands some elaboratíon.

138 Pi¡., g!. cit., p. 88.

This latter ímplication is important and
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First, I take it as a t,ruism that anyone who wishes to defend a par-

ticular thesis on a rational basis must provide evidence for that thesis.

Secondly, it seems to me that, we do regard an indívidual as being irratio-

nal if he continues to support a particular thesis in the face of prima

facie evidence against that thesis. That is, unless an individual at least

attempts to show thaË certain príma facie evidence against a particular

thesis is not really damaging, then there can be no rational basis for his

continuing to support that Ëhesis. (Assuming, of course, that, the only

evidence before us in Ëhis same prima facie evidence against the thesis.)

It follows from these remarks that in the case of the apparently unconcer-

ned indivídual we do and must regard as being ixrational anyone who, while

admitting Ëhat the individualrs action constitutes prima facie evidence

against the thesis that he is a perfectly good person, neverÈheless defends

this personrs moral worth while failing Ëo provide a morally sufficient

reasoTr for the latterls actíon.

It seems to me Ëhat the analogy between Godrs allowing evil and the

sítuat,ion discussed above is a good one. First. of all, consider Pikels

claim that the statement tThere occur inst,ances of suffering Ín the best,

of all possible worlds'r might be a logícal truth (italics mine). Since

Pike explicitly denies that he has shown that the above sËatement is a

logical truth, it would noË seem too presumptuous to assume that he would

admit the possibility that the above sLatement might not be a logical Èruth.

Given these tT¡ro possibilities, any basis for theism which was present in the

possibilíÈy of Godrs having a morally sufficient, reason for allowing evil

ís counterbalanced by the possibility of his not having a morally sufficient
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reason for allowing evil. Thus any justification for theism present in the

first possibility is wíped out by the obvious justification for atheism in

the second possibility. These considerations, per se, would seem to make

agnosticism Èhe proper epistemic aÈLiËude. However, there are tüIo other

factors stíll to consider. First, Píke has offered no evidence in favour

of the claim that the statement t{lhere occur ínstances of suffering in the

best of 'a11 possible worldsrr is a logical truth. tr{e, however, have presen-

ted at least three good reasons suggesting that the above staËement is not

a logical truth. secondly, and npst importantly, the theist is still left

facing Ëhe fact Èhat evil is prima fgcie evidence agaínst the existence of

God. If he accepts thís evídence as being prima facie evidence against

the existence of God, and mosË theists do, then it is incumbent on him

to provide a particular morally sufficienL reason for the existence of evil;

providingrof course, he wishes to claim a ra:ional basis for hÍs belief'

In conclusion: Unless the theist. provides a plausible candidate for the

position of a good whose existence is necessarily connected wilh the exis-

tence of evil, he can find no justification for the belief in an omnípotent'

omniscient, perfectly good being who is responsible for what happens in

the world.
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